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Cover Picture
An artistic depiction of our path of Unfoldment; this goes from Unity to
Unity via a swirling expansion into contrasts.
We can say that the initial Unity is pure but naive, while the concluding
Unity is pure-ordered-Balance.
Observing the expanded swirling contrasts in the middle; the artistic
depiction also shows the separation of True going onwards, while False
goes backwards!
Notice the direction we are actually travelling is perpendicular to what may
appear to be the case as we go around and through life's contrasts!
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Preface
An extraordinary life of contrasting experiences provided the conditioning
necessary to bring these 'Insights' together as aspects of the 'Whole', but
as the purpose is showing the connected 'Whole' – focus would be lost by
presenting too many details like an encyclopaedia.

Gender is the Key, and

this is the best way to begin explaining the connected whole, then later
from our delving into unconventional physics, we can see a design model
that goes far beyond physics.

The fundamental philosophy comes out in

the Kernel chapter, summarised on page 79 which is in landscape format.

There were three absolutes which transpired in this research that could not
be ignored regardless of cultural sensibilities, and they also provided the
necessary validation of the conclusions:
1. The phenomenon of ambiguous gender.
2. The phenomenon of creative inventive design.
3. The phenomena witnessed in a Spiritualist physical séance.

This book totally rejects the theoretical premise of contemporary orthodox
science, namely their 'matter based universe existing within 4D spacetime'.

Our Young deserve better than the old establishment clinging to their
vested interests and feeding our students with principles and deceptions
that perpetuate conflict. Unless voices from the fringe speak up, polarities
in this world will get wider, until one day the inevitable will happen.

motto
Independence – Curiosity – Honesty
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From the Beginning Again...
Imagine, if we could perceive in our Mind, two opposites created out of
nothing at all — like going outwards while going inwards, so that these two
opposites could interact together to create something. …But simply going
outwards and going inwards would just cancel each other out, we need to
perceive two gendered types of opposites that could 'mate' together to
generate 'Something', and then higher orders of this 'Something'.
We need two gendered pairs…

Four Conjugate Factors in Two Pairs
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Introduction
In life we are often faced with a seeming binary choice between two
opposites; both of which are unpalatable extreme positions, yet the
idealistic centre compromise so often means stagnation. This is true in our
politics, our economics, science, security and also in our Faith traditions.
Also, our choices are often made for negative reasons, choosing what we
don't want rather than what we do!

…like striving to counter some

injustice, rather than holistic positive goals.
Societies can follow paths in error that lead to the ultimate destructive
polarity of: 'Kill or be Killed', where neither extreme leads to Peace.
Spiritual insights throughout history have always tried to aim higher than
binary choices, but "spiritual insights" alone are inherently nebular and
often framed in religious terms which many people will automatically reject.
If we are to make manifest such "spiritual insights", then surely there
should be alignment with the practicality of the physical world. …Again it is
not a binary between Physical and Spiritual, but a higher comprehension
that contains them both!
'Physical' and 'Spiritual' are opposites, but not the kind of 'opposite' that
cancels each other out. Another kind of opposite, like the opposites of Male
and Female do not cancel each other out; rather together they can mate to
"Generate" new life… Genders Generate!

By examining the most basic of generating opposites; the ontology of
physics, we can get a handle on comprehending higher orders of the same
principle, including in our human affairs.

The core message of this book

therefore is in comprehending the implications of these generatingopposites, which are described as "Conjugate-Polarities".

A positive side-effect of this delving into deep philosophical principles is
that when we come away from of it, we will see our current beliefs in a new
light as part of the greater whole. It is well known that few hours spent out
of our current comfort zone can often extend our horizons considerably.

So what is the proof of the assertions herein? Could it all just be fantasy?
…The proof is: It all fits together like nothing else has before!
9

Such a consciousness shift is indeed a paradigm change in the true sense.
It is a spiritual consciousness shift that will affects everything, but not
some metaphysical assistance to mindless struggles!

Essentially we have

to do this ourselves; though we are helped. All the evidence we need is
available to us if we just look in the correct way, but once seen, cannot be
unseen.

…Not to fight against evil, but rather restore balance in the

conjugate sense. We cannot comprehend the whole by studying half of a
conjugate pair alone.

Much of this book is about a consciousness shift in

society, but first we need to build-up a consciousness shift in physics!
If we attempt to use a metaphorical microscope to look for ever
more detail – then we increasingly dismiss the whole. Likewise if we study
religious texts ever deeper trying to find answers buried in them, then all
we do is amplify our initial errors of interpretation. Contemporary science
and religion both do this, they analyse and they cut apart. Rather we need
to move in the opposite direction and build up again. Like sequencing
around a program, we need to start from nothing, then with gendered
polarities of thought alone, abstractly build up manifestation.

We find ourselves on this world with much stress around us. To appreciate
the design principles of how it is all Created would surely help enable us to
manage our actions better. There would be far fewer unexpected
consequences if we properly understood the true working principles!
So initially we need to stand aside from our contemporary beliefs, then if
we are correct with our new model, all else will properly fall into place.
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We cannot define the General
in the Language of the Specific.

…Speak in the Abstract, we must!
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Le Penseur
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Gender Balance

Chapter 1 : Gender Balance
Genders Generating is the Key! …But Language is the biggest problem!
…the two are connected, though unexpectedly so.1
Everyone who tries to express their mystical insights, or spiritualphilosophy, or those working with equipment displaying paranormal
effects, all complain that Language is their greatest difficulty. Language
expresses meaning in a linear flow – unlike Art that first shows the whole
before we begin to see the detail. Also, words just don't exist to express
some of what is needed to be conveyed; sentences become unwieldy with
long phrases of several adjectives, or even new invented words all in
attempts to accurately convey the desired meaning. The root cause of
this problem though, is that Gender has been historically out of balance in
our society through the development of our modern languages. The
analytical western languages we have now are the result of masculine
type logic annihilating its feminine counterpart to the point where
"Intelligent logic" today is assumed to be in only linear mathematical
terms!

To highlight our conditioning regarding Gender, I will give an example
from a different subject:

"The West can give to the East as the East can give to the West"
This makes sense, but what happens when mutual interchange stops and
artificial barriers are made? …Then the stronger of the two economically
and militarily begins to dominate! …The oppressed side will be forced to
try to compete in similar manner, but in doing so let's go of qualities it
previously had to share!
Cultural wisdom and social fairness will be lost
as it cannot be shown to have the pressing economic and military muscle.
…It becomes a Runaway situation!

1

For the help I have had in understanding the connection between Gender,
Language and the original Feminine and Masculine Intelligences, I wish to give
credit for what I've learned from my friend, Norwegian Inspired Philosopher,
Bente Müller; her unique and extremely important revolutionary first book is now
available in English, and hopefully the other two will be in the near future.
http://pensa.nu/
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So likewise: do you recognise a world that is now dominated by masculine
logic with feminine wisdom devalued and wasted – even by women
themselves as they are forced to compete on masculine terms? It is not
actually between men and women, rather between masculine linear-logic
and feminine "what-goes-around-comes-around, synchronous connections
wisdom". Both polarities of Intelligence together in their 3D form build the
human spirit, regardless of the sex of the outward human body.
Mutual Interchange between any Polarity is Vital, including and especially
Gender, and the word "Vital" in this context is literal – life giving.
It is when the mutual interchange stops, that the breakdown occurs –
exactly like a breakdown in East / West interchange.

Two Types of Original Thinking (Intelligences)
So often, in the psychological discussion on Gender, it is the manifested
symptoms and apparent effects that are discussed – not the original root
difference. We need to seek the source differences and notice the exact
nature of manifested mixtures: The substance not the shadows caused.
Everything sustainable in this Universe is and must be balanced, so it is
with the original root thinking from The Source. There are two, and must
be two opposite types of Original Thinking, both of unlimited Intelligence
and both Logical – though in their own opposite ways.
Note: the polar
opposite of Logical is not "illogical", as that is the negative! …Rather
"Logic" itself has within it two polar opposite types, of which mathematical
linear Logic is one type, the other is a fundamentally different sort of Logic
– it is the orbital creative wisdom found in Nature.
There exists two different conjugate forms of Thinking

Nature's Orbital Wisdom

:

Linear Mathematical Thinking

This is the Root Polarity, which is a "flow" of some kind. This word
"Thinking" is a verb, a dynamic ongoing action (not a static noun)
Notice how with reference to Holistic New Science: the number 3 keeps
coming up, also the phenomena of 4 quarters rather than two halves to
any division. So there is definitely a mathematical side to the design of
our Universe: BUT notice also, that these numbers that keep coming up
relate to very different unconnected issues, though in a way they are the
same principle said in different ways. Like the same Fractal patterns, or
patterns in the stars mysteriously reflecting experiences in life – creative
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synchronous connections. So there is another sort of Intelligence active,
though not what we recognise as mathematical thinking. This other sort of
Intelligence or "Wisdom" knows what we put out will eventually come
back to us – be it positive or be it negative. "Something" therefore goes in
a Circular manner in the abstract sense, not the "circular" of geometry.
We don't know the exact path, only that our actions will somehow
come back to us someday. This "circular" therefore has no defined centre
and no defined radius. Rather it is the Wisdom of mental comprehension
of the whole picture. It is the "character arc" shown in literature and
theatre. "Circular" as in spreading around an area of attention – not linear
lines of thought! …What happens in Nature is never direct; rather it is
always consequential in a cyclic sort of way. [note the word "cyclic"]
But herein is the most disastrously polarising aspect; for each mode of
dynamic thinking tries to dominate and exclude the other, just like a
breakdown in interchange between two different cultures; leading to the
oppressed accepting the dominance and methods of the victor.
Linear Logic is where; starting from a survival situation we focus on
solving our immediate needs for food, shelter and defence. With great
effort they can be solved as otherwise we simply would not survive. So
our next step is to make it easier to get our food, shelter and defence.
Once this is achieved we aim to be more comfortable with fulfilling our
needs for food, shelter and defence. Then once that is achieved, we
continue the same line to have plenty of food, shelter and defence as we
never wish to be caught in a survival situation again. What was yesterday
a luxurious aspiration, is today normal. And so into gluttony, exorbitant
palaces and "defence" industries!
Orbital Wisdom is where; starting from the same survival situation and
initially focusing on the same primary needs of food, shelter and defence,
but once those primary needs have been met, we focus on other needs to
build a better higher thinking society. There is need for organisation, need
for basic tools such as cooking pots and digging spades, there is need for
herbal medicine and the teaching of skills to the children. And once these
are achieved, the focus of attention again moves onto other needs like the
unseen qualities of intuition and spirituality, which are understood to be
essential to our long term survival! The artistic becomes recognised for
the quality it adds to life. …In Nature, all processes are indirect; they go
through one stage to another. And thus a society evolves and develops.
Note: The meaning of intelligent "Orbital Wisdom" is NOT "circular logic"!
It is not one or the other that is better; to survive we need both.
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If Linear-Logic continues to dominate, in the end it will become a brute;
but if Circular Wisdom continues to dominate, in the end it will bring
fragmentation.
So much horrible cruelty has been done by unbalanced Linear-Logic!
For sustainability it is extremely important that this "Balance" must not be
a static balance, rather a continuous interchange between one being more
assertive followed by the other being more assertive, though always both
present together, This is completely different to a compromise fudge in
the middle. We need both at their maximum – alternating.
…In Engineering Design, two modes of thinking alternate: Creative
thinking like that of an Artist, alternated with Rational thinking like that of
an Analyst. This can "Generate" what has never been before – Genders
Generating – mating!
"Two Simultaneous Opposites" is also known as
"Cognitive Dissidence" and regarded as mental discomfort, but actually it
is the very key to a higher plane of comprehension!

"Only by putting seeming opposites together;
can we reach to a higher Plane!"

People who are very fixed in their current mind-set, like those who are
strongly macho-masculine or conversely those who are very girly-feminine
are not yet ready to accept two simultaneous opposites as they have not
yet experienced the necessary pre-conditioning. Also, people who seek a
horizontal fudge compromise rather than creative generation between two
polar opposites are similarly not yet ready to make the mental jump to
higher creative thinking.

Feminine Orbital Motion
Let us now examine in more detail this circular motion that has no defined
centre. In physical terms this is called orbital motion, like the motion of an
Orbital Sander, where every grain of sand, or abrasive, moves in a similar
circle but there can be an infinite number of scribed circles.

See animation at: www.northspirit.org/orbital.html

...Any Point traces a similar circle...
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However, in the non-physical sense – the socio-psychological sense, we
would describe this kind of affinity-motion as ‘Empathy’.
In either case; physical or non-physical, turning motion at one point can
drive a similar motion at another point.
As will be shown later, both the physical and non-physical forms of orbital
motion/empathy divide yet again...
The Physical between: matter and anti-matter.
The Non-Physical between: Psychology and Para-Psychology
Yet all aspects of Gender.

Consider also the spiralling aspect of motion, which besides its obvious
physical manifestation, is the same description for drawing issues to a
focus or disseminating them in Psychology – so the physical side and the
psychical side are very interrelated. It is only for the purpose of explaining
the effects that we need to artificially separate the aspects, but in Reality
they are always contained within the whole. This interconnectivity also
explains the principle behind the proven physical/mental phenomena of:
Dowsing, Psychometry and Alchemical-Transformations!
Notice in all the above 4 aspects, which all stem from the two root
Intelligences of Masculine and Feminine, no mention has been made of
positive and negative! …If we further divide each of the 4 aspects
accordingly, we will have 8 manifested aspects, all stemming from the
same wholeness of Divine or Universal Thinking. ("Thinking" as a verb)
It may seem puzzling to associate "negative" with Divine or
Universal Thinking, but it is the necessary possibilities of Creation, as
everything must have its opposite, and it gives the created free-will
something to work against.

Applications
The root of the difference between Religion and Spiritual is Gender,
because those who welcome both sides of their own Gender inevitably will
find their way to the spiritual life, but controlling distorted-religion relies
upon teaching doctrine. Controlling distorted-religion in whatever flavour,
has found a way to dominate the woman folk, but worse still is the
subordination of feminine Nature generally. Gender Balance refers to the
balance between the feminine drivers and the masculine drivers, both are
internally within each one of us, even though one of these drivers is
typically overt while the other driver is latent. This therefore means that
17
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manifested Gender is a Spectrum, and individual people can be anywhere
upon it in their overt nature. But controlling distorted-religion has an
appalling record on mistreating people who are in the middle of the
spectrum, do they think the Creator makes mistakes? Or do they just not
think? However Religion does not need to be like this, it is entirely
possible to have true spirituality in a religious community, but always
without exception, such a community has Gender Balance.

Independence - Curiosity - Honesty
Science and technology has a comparable one-sided record, only that
which can be repeated and mathematically defined is now accepted, yet
so much of our experience with nature does not do this! Modern science
can predict with accuracy when and where the next solar eclipse will
occur, but absolutely hopeless at predicting when and where the next war
will occur, or has our civilisation any proper understanding on why
conflicts occur in the first place! Something is drastically missing in our
evolved cognitive abilities! Consider the most important questions; what
is life? what is our purpose? what is love? …these our one-sided scientific
intelligence has absolutely nothing to say. Consider all the turmoil in the
world, the reasons behind wars, the reasons behind pollutions, the
reasons behind exploitations and cruelty to human and animal. Does a
mere offer to develop green technologies fix the causes, or just attempt to
alleviate the effects. Contemporary Science recognises linear analysis, but
it does not recognise its conjugate: the subtle, the holistic, the intuitive,
the circular. Herein is the dilemma of inappropriate language, because
examples can be found in contemporary science that contradict this
statement, but the problem is in the assumed innuendo of the language,
not what is actually meant by the statement...

Subtle herein means as in etheric, not as in a slight distinction.
Holistic herein means everything is interconnected, not just a
multidisciplinary approach.
Intuitive herein means as in sixth sense, not as in ergonomic
Circular herein is as "what goes around comes around", not as in
"circle" of radius "r".
Thus there is a bias in our language as to the meanings of the vocabulary
we have at our disposal. The education system teaches this same
language to the unsuspecting following generation, continuing the bias.
The bias is to the masculine, but both girls and boys have to learn the
same masculine language if they wish to be "educated". Our feminine
18
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"True to Nature" thoughts go wordless in educated terms, rather they are
grossly depreciated and undervalued in our current civilization. In
contrast though, the First Nation peoples of America had gender-balance
and spirituality entwined within their language metaphors!

Language Development
In the therapy called "Neuro Linguistic Programming", they advance the
theory that all human thinking is sensory based; meaning that all thinking
occurs as: pictures, sounds, smells, tastes or feelings… to which I strongly
disagree! …People who have had Mystical Insights such as those
presented in this book, really struggle to find ways to express that which
is so clear to the one who had the insight in the first place.
Another theory is that we cannot hold thoughts except as words, but
again out of personal experience I strongly disagree. Words of Language
are a brilliant invention or tool, but we can survive and think without them
— animals do!
These theories only have some credence because they fit the normal
experience, but they do not fit the less usual experience that may be
described as "Insight". With some telepathic communications,
irrespective of the actual source of what is received, the thoughts
transferred can be outside of human language or sensory analogy, they
are just "thoughts" and received as a "knowing" which only moments
before was not known. …Some cases may be explained as a flash of
understanding, where a desired connection was suddenly seen in a
different way to before, and the realisation made - the eureka moment.
This may explain some types of "Insight" but it cannot explain many
others. I would say that original "Thoughts" are not in Words or Sensory
analogies at all, but like traversing the land, where there is an existing
road that is useable, we nearly always take it in preference to cutting a
fresh path, though we can always make our own new path when needed.
…It is like trying to speak in another language where we only know a few
words, our meaning is clear, but we just don't yet know suitable words.
"Words are merely symbols in which there is some degree of common
understanding" (W.B. Smith). Words are only useful if they represent a
shared experience, so it is the experience that must come before the
symbol for it, which does not preclude us having an experience that is not
yet commonly shared!
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The development of human language itself holds many mysteries; but
what we can say is that in their early form, languages must have
attempted to mimic and clarify telepathic thought transference. When
your cat or dog or horse sends telepathic thoughts to you, sometimes it is
correctly received, but many times is not! Old languages such as
Sanskrit may seem to us difficult to learn, because we have become used
to our simplified modern versions customised over millennia for our
current life needs. The older languages though, were far superior at
conveying mystical wisdom. …Try translating: "Om mani padme hum"!
…Evolution is a two way flow: in some respects we get better, in other
respects we have got worse.
In many Indo-European languages the nouns have gender. The Linguists
tell us that masculine nouns are descended from agent nouns - things that
do things. Feminine nouns are descended from adjectival nouns - things
that are something. In the course of history words gradually change their
usage and thus the original noun type distinctions becomes blurred. The
female and male words take after the noun type, not the other way round.
It is basically because historically women tended to be thought of in terms
of their attributes, while men in terms of what they did.
Some languages also have a neuter gender; for example in Norwegian all
nouns belong to one of three categories:
en words (masculine)
ei words (feminine)
et words (neuter)
Though often masculine and feminine words are now combined together
as a common gender.
In Arabic and Hebrew languages, the gender has other characteristics: In
Hebrew, objects that naturally come in pairs such as eyes and shoes are
feminine, but those that are singular are masculine. The Hebrew word
'Elohim' is both singular and plural; hence both masculine and feminine!
Like a build up of errors, characteristics of languages that have become
different to their original classification purpose, can when combined with
other cultural factors, add up without realising, to a wholly prejudiced
position taken by the state or those in authority. …Notice originally God
described in "male" terms either meant: Singular or as an Agent-Noun!

i.e. The One God that is Creating (not Creator)
But now the male gender words are used to represent a god that is male!!
20
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We therefore have to improvise; we have to use the ancient methods to
convey meaning indirectly by poetry, theatre or other moving art-form.

"Stage and Actors make the Play".
The Stage is Linear Logic (male)
The Actors are Circular Wisdom (female)
The Play is Reality (stuff of the Universe)

So now I invite you to observe the different character traits between men
and women. The first most immediate thing is the wide diversity between
individuals; it becomes very hard to state what an average woman is and
what an average man is! This is not awkward nature messing up our
stereotypes, on the contrary it is nature showing us the reality of
diversity, that actually there is a whole spectrum, and spectrums in
different ways. There is a physical body spectrum, there is a sense of our
place in the family or identity type of spectrum, and there is also another
gender spectrum of our sexual orientation. These attributes in each
person cannot be changed, despite how hard some cultures may try. We
are born as we are.
People in the middle of the gender spectrum are not some grey mixture in
between the two; rather they can sometimes flamboyantly exhibit both
opposites with equal ease! …It is important to observe the phenomenon
accurately, as it is quite different to a compromise sort of mixture!
As the root Gender is a binary Polarity not a scale, and as people of mixed
gender do exist, this therefore must mean people have Both Genders
within them concurrently!! …This is an extremely important observation!

So a Gender Spectrum is just the balance in overtness between the two
concurrent opposing Gender poles; completely different to a spectrum of a
continuum – such as spectrum of sound volumes or pitch. And as most
people admit to having something of the opposite gender within them,
this conclusion must be universal – we all have both genders at the same
time, though in most people one of the genders is more overt with the
other more latent.
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Regardless of where on the gender spectrum, people are people; all do
breathe and eat and move, and all can be caring and all can fight!
So manifested Gender-spectrum is on the surface while its binary root is
sub-surface. But if we, as complex living organisms are "built-up" from
simpler levels, each level must has its own Polarities, so the gender traits
we observe on the surface will have their prototypes deeper down!

"As above, So below"

Choice of Words
If Language is the biggest problem, then we need to be very explicit about
why the choice of some words is made in preference to others:
Male and Female; Masculine and Feminine...
The first pair refer to biological function, the second pair refer to the
motivating inner-self which manifested in humans is always somewhere
on a spectrum between the two polar opposites of extreme masculinity
and extreme femininity. A feminine intelligence can inspire a male as
much as a masculine can, and vice versa!
This book does NOT mention "Gender Equality" because this also implies
"sameness", which they are not! …In some contexts "Gender Equality" can
be partially valid like with voting and pay, but when probing the nature of
“Reality”, we must not ignore other aspects that do not fit with the word
"Equality"! For example Linear and Orbital are two such aspects that are
fundamentally different. This itself is said in language evolved with a
strong geometrical (Linear-Logic) bias. Perhaps I could also describe the
same two aspects as Driving-Forward and Going-Around, but our evolved
language is what it now is, so without this preamble the point would not
likely have been conveyed! …"Gender Equality" therefore is a phrase not
used. …Attributes are different, needs are different, so we want Fairness!
Likewise the term "Duality" is not used, because this implies the two are
distinct entities in parallel that do not interact together, but the Reality of
the Universe is that the two Genders do continually interact! This need to
imply interaction is why the modified phrase "Equal but different" also
cannot be used.
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"Polarity" is the chosen word to describe the Gender pair because it
implies equal and opposite interacting balance, it implies two opposite
aspects of a continuum, but here there is also a problem…
Consider the poles of a bar-magnet, this is called a polarity, but it is not
the correct analogy needed…

N

S

With a bar-magnet, if we break it in two, each piece then has its own
North and South poles which shows that it's "polarity" flows all the way
through the magnet – not just at the ends where it appears to manifest!
"Polarity" here is just stating the direction of some sort of flow.

But With Gender, the "polarity" is of a different kind!
…Mother and Father; Yin and Yang, Individualist and Collectivist,
Specialisation and Generalisation, Analysis and Synthesis etc.
These are "Polarities" but not like that of the magnetic field flow
through a bar magnet. We therefore need to further define the type of
Polarity being referred to; it is a Conjugate-Polarity.
With Conjugate-polarity, it is quite possible to have the two opposites at
the same time, for example a person can be very individualistic within
themselves, but live in a generally collectivist culture. A single Mum, often
has also to be the role of Father to her children, or vice versa. …It can be
even better; with Conjugate-Polarities it is theoretically possible to
maximise both poles simultaneously, which is absurd for a spectrum!
The best example of "two simultaneous opposites" is the spiritual
'Tao', the balance of Yin and Yang inseparably together within, regardless
of whether the outer body has male or female anatomy.
Being a non-binary person of mixed gender myself is somewhat like
being ambidextrous, that is able to write equally well with both hands!
We are able to flip at will between portraying either gender stereotype,
though which ever mode we are in, after some time we begin to be
homesick for the other mode! It is not a grey homogenous mixture
between the poles, but rather two separate opposites placed together.

No Zero! Between "Masculine" and "Feminine" there is no zero, between
"Mother" and "Father" there is no zero, nor is there between "Linear" and
"Orbital", "Outward" and "Inward" "Individualistic" and "Collectivistic"
…There is a cross-over position, but it is not Zero as something always
exists! These Conjugate-Polarities are fundamentally different in nature,
though still opposite poles of a continuum. This is why there is an issue
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with using the words Equality or Duality, even though in some respects
they may fit. From experience we know that manifestation occurs on
spectrums between the polar opposites for all these examples, this shows
any manifestation is a combination of two concurrent polar opposites. It is
the manifestation that is on a spectrum, not the source polar binary pair!
Each polar opposite is like the "flip-side" of each other. This is
fundamentally different to for example, a bank account, where it can be
either in credit of overdraft, or is perfectly feasible to have a bank account
with a balance of zero. But what we are exploring in Gender Polarities is
fundamentally different, "zero" is not possible, rather it is another kind of
scale with two simultaneous opposites.
There is a kind of inherent Barrier between the two conjugates
(Yin and Yang etc) but it is not zero as something always exists.

Gender Balance and Levels
In so many respects, Gender-Balance is the Key to peaceful, sustainable
human development, but unfortunately many people are unaware of this
reality, especially those who strongly profess some sort of unquestioning
belief.
However, many other people do recognise the vital importance of GenderBalance, but they appreciate it at different levels of awareness…
1. First comes at the level of "Liberal Equality"; fairness for all as a
political principle. However in seeking this kind of gender equality, certain
negative policies can easily be introduced – because male energy and
female energy are quite different, and excel in different areas. A society
forcing the same rights and responsibilities across the gender spectrum
can be very inappropriate and wasteful. In effect; solving one injustice to
create another! …such is the negative side to Feminism!
2. The next level of gender-balance awareness is that of "Spiritual
wholeness"; the Tao of Yin and Yang. Where each human is regarded as
being a mixture of male energy and female energy regardless of whatever
physical body they have, and either of the two energies may be dominant
with the other latent. …Here we immediately notice the clash with the
above mentioned people "who profess some sort of unquestioning belief"!
This therefore becomes a blockage that some religious people cannot
pass, and it is irrespective of education or religious knowledge, for book
learning only reinforces and gives fluency to their same basic prejudice!
It is a limitation not only for scholars of religion, but extends onto
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politicians and military personal who wield secular power: Those whom
deep within them have their "moral" guidance by the principles of
unquestioned belief – is where the problem often starts.
3. There is an even higher level of awareness though, that notices the
continual holistic interchange between Conjugate-Polarity and Unity. We
are all a Unity, but conjugate-polarity is for a purpose, and things get
done by "polarities", though in essence we are all always a Unity. Like a
consolidated Unity changing into a divided Unity and then back into a
consolidated Unity! A periodic metamorphose from essence to action and
back to essence; but both forms encompass what the entity really is.
There is hope, that the religious scholars may recognise this higher level
of thinking by the harmonic resonance principle, like an explicit version of
what they mystically allure to. Unity: the centre that is everywhere.

Consolidated Unity

Divided Unity

Consolidated Unity

Experiencing diversity in many forms, then bringing it all together again is
an essential part of our human spiritual unfoldment.
If we can notice a conjugate-polarity between Western thinking and
Eastern thinking, between Individualism and Collectivism, between the
Sciences and the Arts, or between Masculinity and Femininity, or between
many other polarities. If we can recognise such conjugate-polarities and
their essential Unity on another level of consciousness, then we are well
on our journey. The next big step is to perceive objectively what we now
subjectively recognise! …By this method we can begin to follow the trail
right back to its origin, following the branches back to the Root, as each
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"Unity" that encompasses a conjugate-polarity is itself part of a greater
polarity. Like experiment and experience are the two conjugate-polarities
in scientific research, but Science itself is part of a more profound
conjugate-polarity with the Arts. It comes back to two root opposite
Genders of Intelligent Logic.
Could a foetus grow in the womb, from sperm and egg into a baby by only
the linear masculine intelligence?
There are thus always two simultaneous opposites, but which dominates?
With reference to the curves on the diagram; for half the cycle the
polarities are pulling apart, and the other half of the cycle they are
drawing together, but if we continue the schematic model, we notice they
reverse rolls.

Divided Unity

and Reversed

A polarity separates, but once separated the partners then attract...
The cycle then repeats with opposite polarity

Static balance or Dynamic balance! In a society; if all the men
have purely masculine characteristics and all the women have purely
feminine characteristics, then yes, the society as a whole is in static
balance. But nature and our spirits are not meant to be static: like the
balance of masculine and feminine within our own Spirit as well as in the
society as a whole. It is the alternation or these opposites in nature that
produces dynamic balance. Like with walking; Right foot forward, then
Left foot forward, then Right foot forward, then Left foot forward and so
on. If only one-half of the pair of opposites is totally dominant, like if
ONLY the Right foot is allowed to move forward, then stagnation occurs,
trying to move the Right foot even further forward is pointless!
Dynamic ‘Alternation of Opposites’ is the way of nature and the way of
spiritual connection.
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Feminism and Patriarchy
When injustice and oppression is done by one gender against the other, to
counter this would seem to be a positive move — initially it is, as all
injustice and oppression is bad, but continuing this line produces injustice
and oppression the opposite way around!
…As Patriarchy devalues girls,
Feminism devalues boys! Masculine and Feminine are different and have
different attributes and needs, but we are all a mixture of both. So it is
an interacting balance of congruent-polarities that is needed where all
people feel valued regardless of their personal gender mix.
It is being mixed together with the Intention of higher purpose
where "Mutual Interchange" between the genders occurs, that is so vital!

Not simply like the swing of the old pendulum,
but genders together generating – as they were designed to do.
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In building this Table, I wish to give thanks for the foundation Insights of
Dion Fortune, Walter Russell, Wilbert Smith and Dewey Larson.

Planes of
Consciousness

♂Linear

♀Orbital

Abstract Spiritual

Inwards

Outwards

Concrete Spiritual

neutral

neutral

Abstract Mental

Outwards

Inwards

Concrete Mental

neutral

neutral

Emotional

Inwards

Outwards

Instincts

neutral

neutral

Physical

Outwards

Inwards

Reversal of Polarity between the Planes of Consciousness...
"Sexual" attraction between "Inwards" and "O u t w a r d s"
"Colleague" attraction between neutrals
This table lists the Thought Planes or consciousness levels, but one plane
may seem to be missing… What is often called the "Etheric Plane" is not
actually a separate level. It is the reciprocal form of the Physical plane;
this table only lists the Thought Planes – But the Stuff of the Universe can
be collected together in two reciprocal ways! …As will be explained in the
chapter: 'Beyond Legacy Physics'.
The Universal Divine Created down the planes from Abstract Spiritual, but
humans on our return path are moving back up the planes as our
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consciousness awakens. Many people have reached the emotional or
concrete mental levels on our return journey, some have reached higher
while others are not this far yet. But all humans are a cohort.
In esoteric wisdom, the outward journey from the Divine Source down
through the Spiritual Subtle Planes (or Plains of Consciousness) is called
the Involutionary Arc, while the return journey back up the planes is
called the Evolutionary Arc. But any attempting to cut across and not have
the full experience of the Physical plane will seriously spoil the spiritual
development of our Soul. Therefore all humans must fully experience
everything that physical life has to offer with all its responsibilities and
consequences, before we can begin our return journey. Put another way;
we need to experience the material life to learn the rigor of how to
organise ourselves.
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Spectrums
As there are issues with some connotations of the words Equality and
Duality, so there is an issue with the word "Spectrum", because "Reality"
is a spectrum in a minimum of 3 Dimensions! …but "Spectrum" usually
refers to a single dimensional axis. That which is manifested contains
something of either parent, and can manifest anywhere on a spectrum
between the poles. But that which is manifested can be anywhere on a
spectrum in three dimensions!
…Hence the human manifestations of Hermaphrodite (anatomy),
Transgender (identity), and Bisexual (orientation).
Fluidity upon the manifest 3D spectrum is particularly noticeable as the
planes rise, only on the Physical plane is the biological aspects of Gender
relatively fixed! Upon all planes above the Physical, we all experience
manifestation of opposite polarities, as we all can be a learner and all can
be a teacher! All can be a subordinate and all can be a leader. These are
common examples of manifested polarity reversing in the same person.

Gender Mixture – Either way up
Any difference from the average of society will have an advantage for an
individual in a particular circumstance – this is self evident: being "Gifted"
or "Disabled" are context related terms. So it is that men who are more
masculine and conversely, women who are more feminine, will under
particular circumstances achieve more than the average person can
achieve. However, it also follows that overall and in the long term, the
society as a whole that has functioning Gender Mixture will have
considerable advantage over other societies where either pole of pure
male or pure female dominates. …But this manifested "Gender Mixture"
comes in two types of mixture depending upon which of the Gender Poles
is in preponderance. I use the word "Preponderance" rather than
"dominance" because it is a bias that is being described rather than a
takeover. To clarify; red paint for example would colour everything red
(dominate), but a lamp with a red filter would give every other colour a
reddish tint. This is the type of gender mixture meant by the word
"preponderance" of one gender pole or the other. All the features of the
more passive gender remain functioning, but there is a tint in favour of
the preponderant pole.
…Not Factors side by side, but rather Layers
with the preponderant Layer temporarily above the other.
So if the preponderance is Linear thinking, then complimentary orbital
wisdom assists with a sort of side step of lateral type thinking to get
around problems as and when they occur! Which is a great advantage
compared to those who do not employ such complimentary logic. The
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trouble is though, that in the absence of seemingly insurmountable
problems to Linear logic, Linear logic will rule the day just the same as
without the input of Orbital wisdom at all.
The converse of having a preponderance of Orbital wisdom, where Linear
logic is now complimentary, means that rather than fragmenting into too
much diversity as we go round and round, there will also be something of
a forward movement as well. Graphically this could be described as a
circle with the addition of a linear movement along it’s axis becoming a
helix (like a screw thread). Poetically it could be described as Spiritual
Unfoldment as we repeat and learn from previous sagas.
So "Linear plus Orbital" is different to "Orbital plus Linear"!
In the epic journey of the progress of humankind, there is need for both
sorts of mixture – and indeed this is what happens! They alternate. What
we regard as Epoch Shifts in evolutionary history are merely the change
over points from one type of mixture to the other. They are not as
sometimes supposed a change between the two poles of masculine and
feminine dominated society, because such extreme polarity will not reach
any moral evolution in the first place! On the contrary, any such
maintained single pole dominance, be it male or female, will eventually
and inevitably cause a self-destructing collapse within such a society.
Notice also, the "Epoch Shifts" are smooth cyclic reversals, not violent
step changes! The actual cross-over point is effectively like a bi-sexual or
transgender position; and this is the best model for our comprehension!

The negative of these two types of mixture also occurs, for example:
concerning simultaneous progress and decay. "Damage Limitation" work is
different to "Conserving Vested Interests". One is attempting to minimise
the damage caused by something harmful, the other is attempting to
resist positive change and keep the vested interests from a previous era…

Positive and Negative:
Notice there are two types of Positive and two types of Negative:

++ Positive Creating new and good
+ – Positive fighting against an evil
– + Negative that is resisting good
– – Negative that is making chaos
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Positive and Negative we experience subjectively, but objectively it is a
bigger picture… Whether we use the terms Positive and Negative, or Order
and Chaos; we know that "bad hurtful behaviour" is "bad hurtful
behaviour". But "bad hurtful behaviour" is also the invitation for humanity
to redress the particular problem that is an issue and remove its causes!
What is termed bad or negative, once recognised, provides the invitation
to work against it. Civilization is only built by recognising then fixing the
evils of that society. Conversely, a civilization that ceases to fix its evils
will assuredly destroy itself. …Bad has purpose!

Summary
The two Genders are a Conjugate-Polarity.
...Feminine intelligence and Masculine intelligence are different, but every
person and every atom contains both.
Masculine intelligence brings Focused Action
Feminine intelligence brings Holistic Wisdom
* When the Masculine inspires the Masculine, and Feminine is detached;
initially this generates competitive energy, but then deteriorates into
violence of some kind... it could be physical retaliation, corporate violence
or other kind of senseless ideological violence.
* When the Feminine inspires the Feminine, and Masculine is detached;
initially becomes social energy, but then deteriorates into fragmentation.
...But when the Conjugate-Polarity of Gender is together generating:

Holistic Wisdom inspires Focused Action!

Regardless of high stakes, or high desires to build bridges; we cannot
possibly have any positive effect on any situation unless we are first being
true to ourselves! – "We are what we are"
The Spiritual path will inevitably take us to an undivided unity in
our own gender. While an Undivided Unity is the Origin of everything, it
just is not a manifestation! …that takes Polarity!

Excellence in one aspect comes through Polarisation...
But the Wisest comes through Consolidated-Unity
…Therefore Alternate!
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Sa’ah Naaghai Bik’eh Hozhoo 2
At the end of my research, I came across teachings of traditional cultures
that perfectly describe all the above insights on gender: that of the Navajo
and Apache3, and other First Nation Americans.
They recognise all things as stages of interconnected processes. As such
their worldview is of everything constantly interchanging, and therefore
things cannot be given fixed definitions like European language cultures.
The Navajo know that everything has both male and female alternating
polarities of Gender... “without both there is neither!” The female aspect
becomes active, then the male aspect becomes active... endlessly cycling
as does the sun and the moon, the 4 seasons of the year, seed growing
into fruit producing new seed. Water endlessly cycles from liquid to
vapour to clouds to rain back to rivers, but water also cycles through all
plants, animals and humans. The Air similarly cycles through everything.
All cycles therefore connect with all other cycles in multitudes of ways. So
their concise phrase: “Sa’ah Naaghai Bik’eh Hozhoo” is difficult to
translate into English static definitions.
However, a word by word translation of the phrase could be:
Maturity - Eternal - Going About - Pathway - Harmonious Beauty Restored
or more fluently: ‘To old age walking the trail of harmonious beauty’
But in the context of the Navajo worldview, it also summarises precisely
that the Gender Ways are Balanced, Distinct and Inseparable:
Sa’ah Naaghai is (male) immunity, Bik’eh Hozhoo is (female) fruitfulness.

Inseparable and Distinct 4
This is not seen like the Western concepts of ‘ecosystem’, ‘food-chain’ or
‘natural-laws’ which are thoughts of as systems (nouns), but as
interconnected living processes we are in (verbs). ...All is both connected
as part of the holistic whole, so Inseparable, but as each entity in the
universe has its own unique position in all the interconnected processes,
(like a URL), so everything is also Distinct.

2

A phrase from the Navajo Language (Na Dené) that has enormous sacred
meaning, but can neither be understood nor verified from the Western science
worldview. We have to become aware again, of the Living Nature we are part of.
3
‘Living Life’s Circle: Mescalero Apache Cosmovision’ by Claire R, Farrer
4
See ‘Inseparable and Distinct: An Understanding of Navajo Nadleehi in a
traditional Navajo worldview’ – PhD Thesis by Carolyn Epple, 1994. Northwestern
University, USA. (available to purchase in PDF format)
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This principle also applies to their traditional justice, which is based upon
problem solving between people in a community, not crime and
punishment by the State. They call it Peacemaking, where all parties to a
crime; victim and perpetrator, their families and all the people affected by
the act meet in an atmosphere of solving the social problem that has
happened – like why did the perpetrator do what they did, and what now
needs to be done to restore harmony and peace to the community and
parties. It is about Healing; of self and of society.5
These First Nation tribal people also had great respect for those who
manifested mixed gender traits, whom they saw as spiritually gifted, often
becoming Medicine People (Shamans). These folk of gender diversity
now call themselves ‘Two-Spirit’ people in preference to LGBT, which they
see as white man focused on the physical, not the spiritual aspect!6
Truly, these native people have in their traditions, advanced spiritual
wisdom, but what the Christian white man with their guns did to them
was utterly appalling – wiping them out with smallpox epidemics,
massacres, stealing their land, breaking treaties, then later taking their
children away from reservations to dormitory schools to cut them from
their own culture. Government, Military, Mining, Missionaries – are all
guilty. But what happened to them, continues to happen even now, in
other places, with the oppression of other cultures...
To quote from ‘Navajo Nation Peacemaking’, contribution by Tom Tso
‘A Navajo Jurists Perspective’

“...reflect the false assumption on which relations between Indians and
Anglo world have always been conducted. The false assumption is that
that the dominant society operates from the vantage point of intellectual,
moral, and spiritual superiority. The truth is that the dominant society
became dominant because of military strength and power.”
The Native Americans connected to their Land point out; that perceiving
events in spatial terms gives meaning (they have location), but perceiving
events as histories in Time breaks our connection to Nature and Reality!
This is a fundamental difference between Tribal Nature-Religions, and the
Christian beliefs of the migrants who invaded their land.7
5

book: ‘Navajo Nation Peacemaking: Living Traditional Justice’ Edited by
Marianne O. Nielsen and James W. Zion.
6
book: ‘Two-Spirit People’ – Edited by Sue-Ellen Jacobs, Wesley Thomas, Sabine
Lang
7
see ‘God is Red’ by Vine Deloria Jr. first published 1973 and again in 2003.
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Deceptions
Deceptions come in two types: Deliberate and Opportunistic.
Historically, deceptions and decoys have been a part of military operations
and dirty politics, but since the Second World War, this activity seems to
have become more directed at controlling ordinary populations.

Deliberate Deceptions:
11th September 2001 – World Trade Centre in New York
The official "story" by the western governments and their media is
technically impossible!! There exists a large amount of evidence in the
public domain that contradicts the official story. If you have never
examined any of the genuine truth-seeker material regarding this outrage,
I ask is you check the evidence for yourself and make up your own mind.
We cannot be certain who did it; that is speculation, all we can be certain
of is that the official "story" is complete fallacy! The enormity of the
outrage; both the physical destruction and its' false flag deception does
not add plausibility to what we were told; on the contrary it shows the
enormity of the deception problem we have today.
Consider: why did the towers fall vertically downwards at free-fall speed?
The massive steel (girder) columns of the building were designed to
withstand multiple aircraft collisions, yet instead of leaning over and
eventually falling sideways, they came down vertically at the same speed
that something would fall in free air!
Why was concrete and steel turned to dust in the air as it fell? (watch
the news report videos) …this does not happen in a kerosene fire or even
in a controlled building demolition – where was all the debris, there should
have been an enormous pile of rubble, not holes in the basement??
Why was the "aircraft's" speed when calculated by the claimed video
footage, frame by frame, apparently double the value for that type of
aircraft 'Velocity never exceed' (Vne) at sea level? …the aeroplane could
not stay in one piece at such a speed due to aerodynamic forces!
Why do all these claimed aircraft videos, when put together on a 3D
model, shows impossible flight patterns, with the aircraft needing to make
sharp turns? Why was there so much video being recorded before
"impact"? …this was supposed to be just a normal Tuesday morning!
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Why did building 7 collapse several hours after the strike with no
aircraft present, also falling vertically at free-fall speed?
Why did a TV presenter claim on air that building 7 had collapsed
several minutes before it had actually done so, with the building still
visible in the distant background from the window behind the presenter?
Why are there photos of cars and other vehicles surrounding the site
that are totally melted and destroyed on the inside, but their exterior's
still had paint intact with the tires still inflated?
Why are there photos of New York firemen walking through fire, but
apparently not being hot to them?
Where did all the massive steelwork and concrete go? The pile of
rubble is far too small compared to the volume it should be! …But steel
and concrete turned to dust, this just can not happen in a kerosene fire!
Why did the replacement structure on the site of building 7 suffer
catastrophic fast rusting? …and even when repaired; the new metal
brought to the site also suffered catastrophic fast rusting.
From other aspects the event does not make sense: technical people who
work with cell phones say the claimed last messages from loved ones on
the aircraft are not possible from that location! People who work in
Insurance say the market was disturbed before the event, showing some
finance people had prior knowledge!
At exactly the same moment as the destruction, the University of Alaska
measured step variations in the earth’s magnetic field, as shown on a time
graph, plus there was large hurricane Erin nearby over the Atlantic Ocean,
but not mentioned in the weather reports around that time, though clearly
shown in the recorded satellite imagery. The satellite images show that
this large hurricane followed an abnormally straight path towards New
York in the days before the twin towers were destroyed, but then it
abruptly changed direction out to sea!
These claims are all facts with proof that is in the public domain; it is most
important that you independently check this counter evidence for yourself.
It changes our whole world view and trust for what we are told by our
governments and media. It is an absolute outrage, an extreme
abomination, much worse than the "terrorist attack" we were lead to
belief, because this was also a deception – false flag terrorism – blame
other people for the attack as an excuse to start wars!
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Even More Sinister?
There have been further 'insider' claims for some years that the
technology exists to guide the path of hurricanes, and as hurricane Erin
followed a seemingly artificial path and was somehow connected to the
destruction of the towers, could this be evidence of such technology? …If
so, what about Hurricane Katrina over New Orleans in 2005, if they have
the technology to guide the path of hurricanes, why did they allow the
devastation of New Orleans to occur? This is a very heavy question!
The peculiar nature of some of the photographic evidence from 9/11,
looks in some respects remarkably similar to the strange experiments of
John Hutchison in Canada (Hutchison Effect) where he sets up multiple
radio-frequency electro-magnetic fields combined with electro static fields,
into which he places test samples that sometimes have very weird results;
such as levitation, cold welding, exfoliation of the metal structure, cold
fire, self-bending of thick metal rods into a "U" shape and many other
unexplained phenomena. John Hutchison is a very intuitive experimenter
rather than scientist. Could the field-effects from Hurricane Erin be
connected to the destruction of the towers in a similar way to the peculiar
field-effects of John Hutchison's small experiments? The turning of solid
materials into powder also has similarities to John Keely's experiments!
It is curious that research funding in Universities and the selection of
senior academic staff keep away from such phenomena, could this be an
imperialist's deception to divert attention away from their military
research?

There have been numerous investigators into the truth of what happened
on 9/11 who have published their findings on the web, but not all seem to
present the same data! …Some "investigators" claim this was a Thermite
demolition job, as commonly used in steel frame building demolition, but
closer inspection shows that this is deliberate misinformation rather than
truth! The real truth actually appears to be far stranger than ordinary
demolition; some sort of experimental unpublished technology involving
the field-effects of a hurricane, the earth's magnetic field, and turning
building materials into masses of dust, but this is not science-fiction!
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The best and most perceptive of all the 9/11
investigators is Dr Judy Wood, whom I have
personally met. She is a female Engineer, a former
professor of mechanical engineering with research
interests in experimental stress analysis and
structural mechanics; she has compiled a detailed
and extensive website of the evidence, her book
"Where Did The Towers Go?" is irrefutable. What
is also scary, is that Dr Judy Wood has been
blocked from all Wikipedia entries about her, yet
Wikipedia is supposed to be open knowledge!!
www.drjudywood.com

All that we can say with certainty about 9/11 is:
1. The official story by western governments and media is false.
2. Unpublished New-Physics was used as a weapon against humanity.
3. The destruction has been used as a false pretext to start wars.

7th July 2005 – London
The underground 'tube' train (subway/metro) was attacked in London.
We are officially told it was done by four suicide-bombers, but the same
as with 9/11, the actual evidence does not stack up! …The train that the
British police say they have recorded CCTV video footage of the
"terrorists" coming into London was actually cancelled on that day, yes it
was in the timetable, but that particular train at that particular time that
the police claim, did not run – it was cancelled!
The bus that exploded had mysteriously turned off its bus route and
exploded outside what happens to be the original offices of the esoteric
Theosophical society. Why would a London bus go off its bus route?
The BBC initially reported that the nearby Israeli Embassy had been
warned one hour before the attack for their staff not to go outside, but
this initial BBC report was never repeated!
A man named Peter Power claimed they were conducting an exercise
in anti terrorism at exactly the same time and place of the atrocity, then
they 'realised' it was a real attack that was happening!!
The police claim terrorists carried bombs in rucksacks into the train
carriage causing the blast, yet the wrecked train shows that the blast was
beneath the metal floorboards, with the jagged shrapnel coming upwards!
If a bomb was inside the carriage, the floor debris would be jagged
downwards!
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1969 – Apollo Moon Landings
You might of heard about so called "conspiracy" theories regarding why
the flag on the moon appeared to blow in the wind? (when there was no
atmosphere!) …or why are there no stars in the background to the lunar
photographs? But going through the full evidence that truth-seekers
present about the Apollo missions, it certainly raises some big doubts!
Did you know that a man wearing the astronaut's survival backpack
cannot possibly exit from a museum replica of the NASA lunar landing
module, as the hatch opens inwards!
Did you know that the famous Hasselblad camera that took the
claimed lunar photos did not have any radiation shield, and this camera
along with the crew supposedly travelled in a thin walled aluminium
spaceship through the high radiation Van Allen fields, but without any
fogging on the film – as verified by the Swedish Hasselblad company!
Did you know that the light source reflections upon the astronauts in
the claimed lunar photos, shows a positioned auxiliary floodlight that they
did not take with them!
Did you know that some of the video footage of the lunar rover vehicle
has the same background scenery, yet claimed to be shot on different
excursions in different areas!
Did you know that when Neil Armstrong claimed:
"That's one small leap for man, one --- giant leap for mankind"
When this is tape is played backwards, it says "Man will walk in space"
…which is a very good example of the peculiar phenomena of reverse
speech!

There are several other high profile Deliberate Deceptions in diverse areas
that are relatively easy to find contradictory evidence to the official story;
including Extra Terrestrial contact, Weather Modifications, Princes Diana's
death , and some other "terrorist" attacks where the question is who were
the true terrorists?? – We are not privileged to find the whole story and
speculation thereof can weaken our case, so just keep to the evidence.
If deceptions of this scale are proven, but the establishment continues to
lie in our face about them, how can we trust them about anything??
It only takes a few deliberate deceivers in influential positions in the
military intelligence and media organisations – then a multitude of writers
and presenters will innocently follow the script!
So when the establishment dismisses our profound Insights, be aware!
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Another form of deliberate deception is where if A, B, C, D, are evidently
true, but does it follow that E, F, are also true? ...Once a person has
made the leap to "Belief", their questioning of the truth tends to cease.
This principle has been used by religions, state media and 'science' where
something verifiable is presented 100% accurately, but other information
that has to rely upon restricted sources is manipulated – sometimes by
reversing or omitting key details. …Once "belief" has been attained, mass
deceptions can subtly be achieved. As such, a relatively small number of
individuals can have controlling influence over the masses.

Opportunistic Deceptions
When deceptions are deliberate, their uncovering results in revulsion by
those affected, but when deceptions are more subtle – opportunistic of
legitimate but unbalanced thoughts, then realisation can be less obvious.
In the previous chapter 'Gender Balance', it was stated in relation to
Language development, that in both European and Hebrew in their
different ways, the original masculine pronoun for God had a different
meaning:
In European languages male nouns meant Adjective-Noun
In Hebrew male nouns meant Singular-Nouns
Religion historically in Europe, with its Hebrew Bible connections was able
to use the male pronouns, by juxtaposition of the two language roots, to
subtly change the expression referred to by maleness to produce their
'male god image' with 'his' male 'authorities' on earth – just for their own
self interests of controlling society. …An opportunistic deception by not
actually saying lies, but not telling the whole truth either!

"Leaving things out is as much distortion as putting thing in"
The consequences of this action though, have been enormous! When any
religion becomes dominated by one gender, it becomes mono-pole; which
is an unsustainable situation. Some people stayed with their old faith but
spirituality became blocked by the mono-pole and therefore liable to
extreme cruelty, other people rebelled to form the various Protestant
movements. A third set of people observed that the religious teachings
had lost touch with reality; for example discovering that the earth orbits
around the sun and is not centre of the universe as the European religious
scholars decreed, so they left the Faith altogether. Similar is happening
today with other religions, though for different incompatibilities with
experiential 'Reality'.
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This cultural shift from gender balance to male mono-pole has had a
cultural knock-on effect in all areas of western politics, society and
scientific thought that has only relatively recently begun to be addressed
by the feminist movement. However, just countering an evil – though it
initially gives impetus away from the injustice... without appreciation of
the whole dynamic diversity of difference, will only lead to the creation of
new problems for the future!
Contemporary science assumes that Mathematics is the language of the
Universe, which has both balance and beauty. Any number of dimensions
can be mathematically postulated to build exotic complex theories, but
that does not make them correct!
The contemporary scientist is satisfied when their maths fits their
experiment regardless of meaning, and this they take as proof of the
dominion of mathematical logic – irrespective of all other issues that do
not fit the narrow criterion of their limited experiment. Mathematical type
logic is only one pole of Logic! This is another case of Opportunistic
Deception by a vested interest – this time by the contemporary scientific
community discrediting all other "non-logical" viewpoints according to
their reasoning! …again with enormous consequences both directly with
their new advanced military technology, and in the knock-on effects of
mono-pole logic threatening the sustainability of society generally!

There have been many excuses made throughout history for misogynist
cruelty and behaviour, far more than described above. But it is not just
women who suffer, for it takes both Genders to create anything balanced
and sustainable. Persecute one gender and all are persecuted; not just
with biology, but in ideology and all intermediate levels of consciousness
People trap themselves by what they just assume rather than check, but
until something brings a person to check and cross-check, how would they
suspect anything is wrong?
Through deceptions; both deliberate and opportunistic, the old
establishment cling to their vested interests which have caused this world
conflicts and conflicts waiting to happen due to increasing polarities within
society. Our students deserve to learn better when better is known, so
they can have chance to build a better future for our planet.

"Strong Walls are a sign of vulnerability not strength,
as the people who make those walls feel vulnerable."
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Deceptions

If you are going to tell a lie, tell a big lie…
There is a common mis-quote attributed to Adolf Hitler about big lies, but
actually this was a philosophical argument used in the English language
before Hitler. However, in 1925 in his book "Mein Kampf", Hitler said in
further reference to the Jews:
“In this they proceeded on the sound principle that the magnitude of a lie

always contains a certain factor of credibility, since the great masses of the
people in the very bottom of their hearts tend to be corrupted rather than
consciously and purposely evil, and that, therefore, in view of the
primitive simplicity of their minds, they more easily fall victim to a big lie
than to a little one, since they themselves lie in little things, but would be
ashamed of lies that were too big. Such a falsehood will never enter their
heads, and they will not be able to believe in the possibility of such
monstrous effrontery and infamous misrepresentation in others.…”
(p. 231 of the Manheim translation)
Presented slightly differently; Goebbels said in 1941:
"The essential English leadership secret does not depend on particular

intelligence. Rather, it depends on a remarkably stupid thick-headedness.
The English follow the principle that when one lies, one should lie big, and
stick to it. They keep up their lies, even at the risk of looking ridiculous"
Die Zeit ohne Beispiel.
In the Nuremberg trials diary, 1946, Hermann Göring said:

"Why, of course, the people don't want war. Why would some poor slob on
a farm want to risk his life in a war when the best that he can get out of it
is to come back to his farm in one piece? Naturally, the common people
don't want war; neither in Russia nor in England nor in America, nor for
that matter in Germany. That is understood. But, after all, it is the leaders
of the country who determine the policy and it is always a simple matter to
drag the people along, whether it is a democracy or a fascist dictatorship
or a Parliament or a Communist dictatorship."
Gilbert [Interviewer]: "There is one difference. In a democracy, the

people have some say in the matter through their elected representatives,
and in the United States only Congress can declare wars."
Göring: "Oh, that is all well and good, but, voice or no voice, the people

can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you
have to do is tell them they are being attacked and denounce the pacifists
for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It works the
same way in any country."
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9/11 – does this look like a 'collapse' caused by burning kerosene jet
engine fuel or a strike by a thin walled aluminium body aircraft?
Since September 2001, all Western governments foreign policy has been
"justified" by the fictitious premise of who did this attack!
We can focus on the political deception outrage, but also notice this was
not done by any conventional means: advanced new technology was used!
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12 September 2001 building 7 still
standing– but where is all the rubble
from the 415 meter high skyscraper?

Vehicle insides are melted, but
the outside still has paint on!

One example of the Hutchison Effect

Steel from 9/11

Evidence of Directed Energy New Technology misused on 9/11
www.drjudywood.com
www.checktheevidence.co.uk
The attempted cover-up of the truth is also shocking!

University of Alaska, example Magnetometer reading; peaking at the exact
moments of collapse, and why do the graphs build-up before each collapse?
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When theories don't fit together, it is a sign that something is wrong…
When natural phenomena has to be ignored to make theories fit – it
shows something is definitely wrong! …When new-science Directed Energy
Weapons are used against us – it shows something is desperately wrong!!
Orthodox Physics is currently following the path of Thermo-Nuclear, this
is violence – rather the future is the opposite 'Cold-Nuclear'!

Before Copernicus, the European scholars thought that the Earth was the
centre of the Solar System; they established very complicated models to
explain the paths of the planets, sun and moon – but those scholars were
fundamentally wrong!
Today in our schools and universities, we have an equally absurd
situation. Quantum physics of the very small does not fit with Relativity in
astrophysics of the very large! The Electron of electricity does not fit with
the electron of chemistry. Whole swaths of natural phenomena are
dismissed because there is no explanation for any kind of psychic or
paranormal action, nor for gravitational anomalies. The really important
questions remain unanswered: what is Life? What is Time? How and Why
are we created? What is Energy? What is Electricity? What is
Magnetism?
…It does not answer these questions by describing
observations, for the answer needs to goes beyond observation. It does
not answer these questions by fitting them in equations, because
equations can only relate proportions of known phenomena!
We can say with empirical certainty the validity of Ohm's Law:
Volts = Current x Resistance
But what exactly does Voltage measure?
What exactly is electrical Current the measure of?
What actually is happening in electrical Resistance?
So everything we have collectively learned and theorised may actually be
explained far more coherently as part of something even more profound.
------------------------------------We can use New-Science as an example to explain the Whole
Or we can use the Whole to explain New-Science!
Both ways assist each other!
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The New Concepts presented herein are beautifully simple and coherent,
but only might be difficult to understand because of prior assumptions.
We need to move from subjective experience to objective comprehension.
What appears static; like being sat in a chair reading a book, is actually
violent motion as the Earth whirls on its axis and simultaneously hurtles
through space! These motions though are familiar vector motions and
easily appreciated by seeing a model globe. Far more strange to
comprehend is the concept of continual "scalar" motion, though in essence
it is just as rational. …We first experience all things in the subjective
then our mental comprehension, or empathy, can move us to understand
objectively as well. These initial subjective experiences can be regarded
as a kind of prior conditioning; like how a baby grabs hold of things
putting them in their mouth – to get the full subjective feel. Likewise,
nobody will understand what is said herein about New Science, unless
they have personally experienced some contradictions within
contemporary orthodox science, and thus their curiosity roused. So all
the other chapters in this book help bring out our awareness of actual
"Reality", compared to the contradictions of orthodox science theories that
bombard us from school up. The other chapters therefore greatly assist in
overcoming the strangeness of these new science concepts, so that the
beautiful, holistic, balanced, simplicity can be seen. …It works both ways;
the new science concepts also prove the factual reality of three
dimensional Polarities – hence also our path to sustainable world Peace.

Dewey B. Larson’s Reciprocal System of Physics...
Dewey Bernard Larson, USA, 1898 – 1990, was an extraordinary person;
basically he was a chemical engineer, but he also had detailed knowledge
of electrical engineering, nuclear physics and astrophysics. He had a lifelong passion to find a way of explaining the physical properties of
materials from just their atomic numbers. In 1959 he published his first
book: "The Structure of the Physical Universe" which presented his
revolutionary ideas. He wrote a total of 10 books, the latter including:
Vol I
Vol II
Vol III
(posthumous)

Nothing But Motion
Basic Properties of Matter
The Universe of Motion
Neglected Facts of Science
Beyond Space and Time
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1979
1988
1984
1982
1995
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Dewey B. Larson claimed his theory was a complete Universal theory
encompassing all physical phenomena, replacing the many disconnected
theories that have emerged within contemporary physics – not something
added to the existing bunch. It is a replacement of conceptual theory, not
experimental empirical knowledge – which in most cases can be imported
directly. For example; Newton's laws of motion are exactly the same
numerically within Larson’s framework as they are within classical physics
and engineering – rather it is the conceptualising of what the physical
entities actually 'are' that is revolutionarily different!
His writings are at a high level, primarily speaking to professional
scientists, though few of them accept his holistic revolutionary model.
Inertia of ideas and unquestioning belief in the orthodox fundamentals is
inevitably a large part of the problem, though need for credibility when
seeking research funding is probably the major factor; which can now be
understood in relation to the deceptions identified in the previous chapter!
The true brilliance of Larson's theory is its Universality, which sadly is lost
by the heavy volumes that present it. However, a much improved reevaluation of the theory by: Dr. Bruce Peret, Prof. KVK Nehru and
Dr. Gopi Krishna V simplify and resolves many ambiguities of the original;
this is called 'Reciprocal System 2' (RS2)
http://reciprocal.systems/

The Postulates
Dewey B. Larson's theory is built-up from two basic postulates:
(here given in RS2 format, whereas page 9 gave Larson's own format)
FIRST FUNDAMENTAL POSTULATE
"The universe is composed of one component, motion, existing in three
dimensions, in discrete units, and with two reciprocal aspects, space
and time."
SECOND FUNDAMENTAL POSTULATE
"The universe conforms to the relations of ordinary mathematics, its
primary magnitudes are absolute, and its geometry is Projective."

The first postulate is an observation of natural law of the universe; the
second postulate is a statement about the rules of how it all behaves.
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Do not dismiss these two postulates as being overly simple, there is a
considerable amount said in just a few concise words!
Larson followed a sort of 'What If' scenario using these two postulates on
Motion; then proceeded to successfully identify the physical phenomena to
which they correspond, starting with Unit Speed being the Speed of Light.

Scalar Motion – the model of the physical Universe described in
mathematical terms.
The word "Scalar" means: has magnitude only, for example temperature
or money. …We fully measure such quantities by amount alone.
This contrasts with the word "Vector", which means has both magnitude
AND direction. For example: the motion of a vehicle or a physical force.
Speed is usually regarded as a Vector, but it is not necessarily so! When
Speed has both magnitude and direction, it is correctly called a velocity
vector. However, speed can also be a Scalar with magnitude only.
Scalar Motion does exist in the real world: examples are:
• Dots drawn on the surface of an expanding or contracting balloon
• Currants relative to each other in a bake rising in the oven
• Plastic foam uniformly expanding or contracting
• Recession of distant Galaxies
Each point has no specific direction, either they just grow outwards from
each other or just shrink inwards towards each other. So while they don’t
have any specific direction, they do have a sense – outward or inward.
The second fact to notice is; this movement of any individual point, is
completely independent of where it is in space – they have their
same movement whatever! …For example: The scalar motion of an
expanding balloon is independent of where the balloon is, or where the
motion is viewed from – even if viewed from any position inside the
balloon! …This fact is extremely important! …In effect, it is saying Scalar
motion has non-local properties!
Scalar motion can be both linear as in expansion/contraction and
curled as in orbital motion. Both forms have non-local properties.
Let’s examine Speed of Motion: We are all familiar with speed taken as
some unit of space, divided by some unit of time. For example –
Miles per hour
Kilometres per hour
Metres per second
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To write this formally, we do it as a fraction
Space
= Speed of Motion
Time
Dewey B. Larson’s concept is that Scalar Speed is the basic, and only
constituent of the physical Universe: not 'Space' or 'Time', as these
cannot exist independently. This is a radical departure from "spacetime" of
orthodox theory. Larson completely rejects such 4 dimensional theory.
This is a radical shift in conceptual thinking, though he was certainly not
the first person to say it, as several inspired Mystics have said similar
before him, for example: René Descartes, Walter Russell and Dion Fortune
– Larson though, followed it through into detailed mathematics.
If Motion is the basic constituent of the manifested Universe, it means
that "Space" and "Time" Do Not make a container into which all "stuff"
exists. …There is no "container" like that – contrary to orthodox scientific
thinking!
Starting with no interaction between two opposing scalar Motions* – the
first going outwards, the other returning inwards. The Speed of both of
them is the same as the speed of light, but of course in opposite senses.
(it is ambiguous to say "directions" because they are Scalar)
*We are now constructing a mathematical model based on known
types of motion to see if it fits experimental results; so
assumptions on its 'Creation' are outside the scope of Larson's
model – In his model it is therefore perfectly valid therefore to say
two opposing scalar motions are just 'happening'!
So let’s re-write our fraction calling the speed of light, a speed of "One"
Space
= Scalar Speed of Light = 1
Time
Normally we write the speed of light as 300,000,000 metres per second,
But what are 'metres' and what are 'seconds' other than man-made units?
So if this particular speed of motion in our model is the basic constituent
of the Universe, we are very entitled to call it "Unity"!
This becomes the datum base. Note; we could not choose Zero for datum,
because we are saying this motion has some actual speed.
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Gravity and Radiation
So in our mathematical model under construction, let us identify these
two opposing Motions with physical "stuff".
- The outward scalar motion is equivalent to Radiation (of photons etc.)
- The inward scalar motion is equivalent to Gravity (aggregates of matter)
Something flowing outwards concurrently with something spiralling
inwards to make a whole! …Like the Tao of Yin and Yang!

The balance between the opposing flows subjectively appears stationary,
but in objective reality it is highly dynamic.
Mass is created by adding inward scalar motion to expanding space; so if
inward motion is absent, there can be no mass i.e. photons – which
therefore remain stationary relative to expanding space.
We have to think the other way around to what is familiar, not motion of
something, but rather "motion" itself is fundamental!

This fundamental Scalar Motion also explains why photons, and likewise
gravity go through vacuum!
Imagine moving conveyer belts, but with nothing on them yet! This is the
abstract nature of the basic motions, except they are Scalar motions (like
the trace path of the dots drawn on our expanding balloon example)
Now if this was all there was to it, then matter would just be one big,
amorphous, uniform, rarefied, matrix – which it is not! …So lets consider
other scalar motions superimposed on the two basic opposite motions.

Other Types of Scalar Motion
As this is a mathematical model that is being constructed using known
types of motion, the various possible combinations of these motions are
shown by Larson to accurately represent the complete span of physics,
which is unprecedented by any other science theory!
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Up to now, we have discussed the primary continuous linear or rotary
motions producing linear expansion/contraction and spiral curls
Another possible variable; is that motion could be oscillatory as in
'simple harmonic motion' which is a vibration, which is dependant upon
two primary motions. These secondary motions can be either linear pulses
or rotary reversals like a watch balance-wheel spring.
The 4 possibilities:
1. Linear Scalar Motion (straight outward or inward)
2. Rotational Scalar Motion (spiralling outwards or inwards)
3. Linear Oscillations (vibration – constant reversals in direction)
4. Rotary Oscillations (like a watch balance-wheel spring reversals)

How Many Dimensions?
In Larson's two Postulates he figured out there must be 3 Dimensions of
Motion – but this is not the same thing as 3 dimensions of "space"!
Of these 3 dimensions of motion, only One can manifest to our awareness
and is subdivided into Length, Height, Width all divided by Time. The
other two "dimensions of motion" cannot be represented in our spatial
frame of reference; though they very much affect and build our world.
Individual local alterations to the basic background motions thus occur;
though it can be within one, two or all three dimensions of motion!
- Where all three dimensions are employed, the result is atom building!
- Where two dimensions are employed, the result is magnetism!
- Where only one dimension is employed, the result is electrical.

Sub-Atomic Particles?
They don't exist! …So what are the Scientists doing with their Large
Hadron Colliders?
What they call 'particles' are actually 'packets of
motion', often very transitory, but each of these 'packets of motion' is
insufficient to form a complete atom. They are not 'components' of atoms,
but incomplete atoms! There is essentially no basic difference between
any of the elements except for the varying displacements from Unity
speed within each of the three dimensions of motion.
…Not rotation of matter, but rotation itself is matter!

Atoms
When independent inward (gravity) scalar motions are superimposed
upon the basic out-flowing progression (radiation) of the Universe, and
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when these motions are in all three dimensions – it produces what we call
Atoms. …Because of the novel nature of Unit speed being the datum,
rather than our familiar Zero, Larson formulated a notation system based
upon speed-displacement away from Unity; for example:
Helium
Silicon
Carbon
Iron

2
2
2
3

–
–
–
–

1
2
2
2

–
–
–
–

0
4
4
8

Where the first two digits refer to displacement from unity in
the two magnetic dimensions, and the third digit represents the
electrical displacement from unity. (always whole numbers)
Isotopes are also described, though they are slightly different.
As was stated in Larson's Postulates, motion can only come in discrete
units, albeit extremely tiny. This is the same as Quantum theory and goes
back to Max Planck's black-body radiation where he found energy could
only be in discrete packets – or quanta.
One "Atom" therefore, is the smallest entity possible, of any matter. This
is a very different conclusion to orthodox physics that postulates atoms
being made out of components even smaller. …But are not the complex
orthodox theories that don't fit together comparable with false models
before Copernicus, of the earth being the centre of the Solar System?

Forces
Above it was stated that the two basic opposite motions are Radiation and
Gravity. …Consider Gravity: Isn't gravity just an expression on how
much attractive influence is put onto mass? And, aren't we saying that
mass is just complex 3 dimensional motion? – So, from Newton's Law...
"Force = mass x acceleration"
If mass is just complex motion (aggregates of motion we know as atoms),
and "acceleration" is change in speed of motion, then surely, by this
model, "Force" is also some sort of "motion" – this is where "force" comes
from, not the other way around as in conventional science theory!
But how can there be any "acceleration" in a steady state speed? – This is
another of the peculiarities special to Scalar motion! …It is the motion of
expanding or shrinking; so as the distance outwards or inwards increases,
the effects are felt by the surface area – a squared relationship. Think of
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our expanding balloon, as the diameter is doubled, the surface area is
quadrupled. Now as "any" total effect has to be shared around the whole
area, the intensity decreases accordingly. This is exactly the same
principle as the 'Inverse Square Law' for light intensity at a distance. So
this is how a steady Scalar motion has an acceleration to it – positive
acceleration for an inward scalar motion, and vice versa.
Larson's books describe in detail about electric forces, magnetic forces,
and also give alternative explanations debunking the so called nuclear
strong and weak forces! …Motion is primary, force is a resultant.

Faster than Light
The Reciprocal System theory of physics predicts that motion occurs that
is faster than light, though above this critical speed there is an inversion.
Larson's mathematical conclusion is quite independent of Bente Müller's
spiritual Insight on "Through the Light Barrier", which came from the
feminine philosophy perspective, though curiously, Larson's ancestors
were also Norwegian!
Put aside Einstein's theory of General Relativity, which Larson and others
have grave doubts about – the point is that this speed of light seems to
be the maximum experimental speed possible. …But consider this; if we
are attempting to accelerate stuff using giant electro-magnets, and these
magnets operate by motion of the same Light-Speed, then by this means
it is impossible to accelerate faster than light, regardless of power! And
even as we approach this speed, we enter into diminishing returns as the
magnets have less and less effective force to give. However, if we found
another means of acceleration, then it is possible!
We have chosen to use the number 1 to define the speed of both of our
basic opposing motions, which in familiar terms is the speed of light. But
we are considering additions of different motions; which include vibratory
reversals in direction superimposed upon the basic linear outward motion.
The total net motion therefore, can be either Slower or Faster than Unit
speed, but there is a catch! …Above Unit speed, it is motion in time! This
does not mean time-travel machines; rather it means Space flows! …It is
also what psychics call the 'etheric'! The Unit speed (speed of Light) is
the only barrier in the Universe, which Larson called the 'Unit Barrier',
though this mathematical representation is only part of what it is.
…Walter Russell called it the 'Equator' between polarities.
Motion only occurs in discrete units – the same as for atoms and quantum
physics; so writing out our net-speed fractions for the three cases:
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SLOWER

Space
Time

|

Unit Speed

MATERIAL SECTOR

Space is 1
Time is more than 1

1
∞



|



Space
Time

COSMIC SECTOR

1
1

1
n

FASTER

1
1

Space is more than 1
Time is 1



n
1



∞
1

We live here in the 'Material Sector' where motion shows as a movement
in space, but in the unobservable Time based 'Cosmic Sector' where
speeds are above Unity from our perspective, the reciprocal happens and
motion shows as movement in time!
…In the Material Sector 'time' flows – in the Cosmic Sector 'space' flows!
This outstanding mathematical model is further explained in Larson's
books, where he uses the two reciprocal factors of 'Time' and 'Space'.
Looking Beyond Physics, we realise that 'Time' as we experience
it, is a derived parameter dependent on the more fundamental 'Actor' of
the 'Play', as described in THE KERNEL chapter. This brings about a
holistic model including both the Mathematical side and its conjugate
Socio-Psychological side, which due to empathy effects of orbital motion,
cannot be described by mathematics! However, both of these two sides
have their Material Sector and their Cosmic Sectors; so 4 types in total.
Larson described these two opposing Sectors as an unexpected but having
incontrovertible consequence to his theory, and he also realised there was
a continual interchange between the two, which he envisioned as taking
eons as matter eventually reaches its age limit… Radiation going out and
cosmic-rays and antimatter coming in! However, the continued research
known as 'RS2' shows that the whole lot is far more dynamic than Larson
himself imagined. In fact the whole nature of the build-up of atoms may
be dynamically between these two Sectors! This is an extension of the
original theory and there are significant difference between Larson's
original books and the 'RS2' mathematical developments.
'Beyond Physics' is different to 'RS2' regarding the issue of 'Time',
which we state is a subjective effect, not a basic component of Motion,
though RS2 does allude to this with Yin and Yang. 'Beyond Physics' herein
also recognises the empathy effect of orbital motion!
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Energy
Since our basic fraction is put equal to Unity by definition, then it is the
same Ratio whichever way up it is written:
Space
Time

=

1
1

=

Time
Space

In Larson's Reciprocal System, Speed and Energy are the inverse
properties of any Motion deviated from Unit speed. Observed here in the
Material Sector, where speeds are less than Light Speed; "Speed" is
defined as Space per unit Time, for example: metres per second.
…but in the Cosmic Sector the Ratio is inversed!

Space
= Speed
Time

In the Universe

Physical
Matter

"Cosmic Sector"
The only Barrier

"Material Sector"

Etheric
Matter
Space
= Energy
Time
Time
= Speed
Space

Time
= Energy
Space
Time is the denominator of Speed

Space is the denominator of Speed

Electricity
'Electrons' and 'Electric-Charge' are two different things! Both are one
dimensional motion, but different aspects of it. Therefore such a thing as
an "Uncharged-Electron" exists – which is a rotating unit of space – the
flow of which through a conductor material is an electric current. It can
be collected up in a capacitor, but it is inaccurate to call it "charged".
…Conventional physics confuses Charge and Electrons together; as shown
by inconsistencies between the chemical effects of 'electrons' as in atoms,
and the 'electrons' of electricity!
"Electric-Charge" is a rotational vibration, it is a type of force, and "force"
as shown above using Newton’s law, is an effect of certain types of motion
– When 'charge' is added up, it is what we know as "Static Electricity".
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Magnetism
Permanent magnets and Electro-magnets are also two different things!
They are both 2-dimensional motion and both produce magnetic
attraction, but they are caused by completely different types of motion:
Permanent magnets are a two dimensional charge – magnetostatics;
like electrostatics but in two dimensions of rotary vibratory motion.
Electro-magnetism is linear inward scalar motion in 2 dimensions, like
gravity but stripped of one of its 3 dimensions of gravity by an electric
current. It is the residue after the electric current has removed one of the
scalar-dimensions. This also explains: "current / motion / magnetic-flux"
all being at right angles to each other. (Flemings Right Hand Rule)

Entropy and Negative-Entropy Oscillation
(Note: 'Entropy' is used in the wider definition of order decaying into chaos)

The Inward motion of Gravity draws aggregates together...
In the Material Sector this means aggregates spatially drawing closer
together, but the consequence of this is that the Potential of Energy is
simultaneously being reduced as the aggregates continue to amass. It is
an ongoing system until ultimately there is no more available Potential
Energy to do anything with. The Mass and Entropy have maximized.
This however, is not a stable condition; it produces an effective age limit
to matter which then, with extreme violence explodes (nuclear fission).
Why should we suppose that all the elements of matter will stay as they
are now, indefinitely? We can only observe with respect to a human
lifetime, which in the grand scale of things is not very long! That which we
observe as 'radioactive' is matter close to this age limit, but all matter will
reach its own age limit eventually.
From the nuclear exploding matter; the speeds of the ejected stuff will be
extraordinarily high, including superluminal (above the speed of light) as
they are not generated by electromagnetic apparatus, and are therefore
not subject to the limiting speed of light as shown by Larson's model!
Where speeds are superluminal, they must necessarily be in the Cosmic
Sector, which is motion in Time (not Space as in our Material Sector)
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The Inward Motion of Gravity still draws aggregates together, but in the
Cosmic Sector it is collecting together in Time that happens. This means
that the Opposite-of-Entropy is increasing, that is, Entropy is decreasing!
…Think of 'Past, Present and Future' all being collected together, same as
all 'wisdom' collected together, the Potential for Action (which is Energy in
our physical sense) will therefore be rising – so entropy is decreasing!
After physical matter has reached its age limit and exploded with extreme
violence, the ejected Stuff, as it is no longer anchored, will be spread out
both Spatially and in Time.
This 'Stuff', which is Motion; just a Ratio of 'Space' to 'Time' at the
quantum level, can therefore be collected together either to a spatial
base, or to a time base. Both are equally possible.
Entropy defines the unavailability of energy to do mechanical work; and
in all of our current machines, energy is degraded such as in the burning
of fuel. Whereas Biology does the opposite; plants and animals grow,
absorbing compost, light and water to increase the potency of energy
therein, which could be described as Negative-Entropy! …Burning wood
in a steam engine boiler is a very opposite principle to the Tree growing
the Wood! …By more fully comprehending the Concepts of how the
Universe is built, there is scope to revolutionize the design of our
machines. The forerunners to this are the machines already demonstrated
by a few highly intuitive folk, but such devices are so far made without a
clear understanding of the overriding principles of what is happening.

…An Analogy of collecting a Ratio of Quantities: Like various pictures with
a 'Ratio' of width to height, they can be collated together; width-wise or
height-wise!

So too can the Ratio called 'Motion' be collated together
by Space or by Time.
The 'Ratio' is written herein as a Reciprocal, but it also
behaves something like a multiplication, my preferred
description of the action is: a Ratio of discrete units
'Meshing' together to generate our Reality.
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So there are two opposite types of aggregates of 'Stuff' (aggregates of
local motion) which both reduce in usefulness as they grow, ultimately
becoming too large and hence unstable. One is a condensed 'PhysicalMass' limit; the other is a condensed 'Potential-for-Change' limit. So an
oscillation happens, one type ultimately becomes the other type…
Material-Sector to Cosmic-Sector to Material-Sector to Cosmic-Sector etc.
Where this oscillation is fast, 'packets of motion' (particles) appear from
our perspective to go out of existence then reappear in a different place,
as observed in Quantum Physics, but the scalar motion model explains it
as the 'stuff of the Universe' being collected together in either of two
reciprocal ways.
There is however, a very special type of entity that collects this 'stuff'
together in both Material and Cosmic sectors concurrently – meaning
aggregates in Space simultaneous with aggregates in Time. This very
special entity, which is beyond Space and Time, is "Life" !!
But even with 'Life', there is still a kind of oscillation in Focus between
material and cosmic sectors, or to rephrase; between Physical and Etheric
planes, Physical focus and Non-physical focus – though this age limit for
Life is reached for different reasons to the nuclear changes described
above. Dead organic matter therefore, is quite different to inorganic
matter in its potential!
…This parallels the comments of Viktor Schauberger.
Life is not just biology that decays at death, but manifested Life is always
attached to biological matter, though after death the non-physical (Cosmic
Sector or Etheric Plane) becomes the centre of focus away from the
decaying biological matter. By comprehending this, we can now begin to
appreciate the enigmatic quantity 'Life-Spirit' which many people in the
world still deny even exists. Sufficiently sensitive people can sometimes
perceive this 'Life-Spirit' from the Cosmic/Etheric sector as various levels
of Nature Spirits (Elementals).
Another connected curious phenomenon here is that of survival without
food; there have been a few extremely rare cases where highly spiritual
people have survived for extended periods in good health without eating
physical food! It is as though the Life Force energy under certain
extraordinary conditions can be assimilated directly through the Cosmic
Sector 'stuff' surrounding such people – their aura – without the need of
eating intermediary food. The phenomenon has only been observed on
rare occasions in very spiritual humans, but never witnessed in animals.
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The Reciprocal System theory of Dewey B. Larson's has no argument with
experimental sciences, on the contrary it lives by it; rather it is the
misfitting theories of contemporary physics that is challenged; en-mass!
…Larson also rejected "black holes" and "big bang" theories.
The Reciprocal System is also a "Theory" but it does fit the real physical
world extraordinarily well, since the first edition was published in 1959
there have been a few ambiguities but no actual failures fitting the
observed Reality, and in all departments of material science! What
chance is there of doing this and being wrong?
…It is so much better
than the hotchpotch of existing theoretical-physics currently believed in by
our learned establishment and taught in schools and Universities; so why
do they suppress Larson's model unless they have an agenda?
Who funds science research grants?
Who selects senior academic staff?
Who wants to divert attention from their new military technology?
…Unbalanced Linear Logic!

Larson quotes from: ‘Nothing but Motion’
"Cosmologists often begin their analyses of large-scale physical
processes with a consideration of a hypothetical "empty" universe, one in
which no matter exists in the postulated space-time setting. But an empty
universe of motion is an impossibility. Without motion there would be no
universe. The most primitive condition, the situation which prevails when
the universe of motion exists, but nothing at all is happening in that
universe, is a condition in which units of motion exist independently, with
no interaction. In this condition all speed is unity, one unit of space per
unit of time, and since all units of motion are alike—they have no property
but speed, and that is unity for all"
(page 31)

"The Reciprocal System of theory deals only with the physical universe
as it now exists, and reaches no conclusions as to how that universe came
into being, nor as to its ultimate fate. The theoretical system is therefore
completely neutral on the question of creation. It is compatible with either
the hypothesis of creation by some agency, or the hypothesis that the
universe has always existed."
(page 46)
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By putting Larson's mathematical model which itself has been both
simplified and extended by RS2, together with other special Insights, a
new comprehension has been generated.

A Poem
Divine Thought divides into two opposite types of Thinking.
One sets the stage, the other provides the actors.
Stage and Actors make the play.
Their combination is a Ratio we recognise as Motion.
Quantities range for Zero to Infinity, centred at Unity.
The Ratio of Motion can have two collating denominators.
Each collating method amasses its own type of aggregates.
Both collating types are ultimately unstable.
Life is an aggregate simultaneously in both collating methods.
Life has an infinite spectrum of complexity.
The simplest to the sublime.
Life itself also divides into plant and animal forms.
It all started by Divine Thought, outside space and time.
What is outside space and time, is always everywhere.
Motion is the Ratio of "Space : Time" or "Time : Space".
All Manifestation is just swirling Motion.
Stage and Actors make the play – both ways up!
Three
1.
2.
3.

important comments regarding this Poem:
This Motion is Scalar, not our familiar Vector
It comes in finite packets we call Quanta
Mathematics can only define about half of motion!

It is continual interchanging; the reality beyond Polarised opposites is the
same within Physics, as it is in the context of our purpose and destiny!
What is possible for the Originator of the Thoughts, is also ultimately
possible for evolved created Life forms. The ultimate destiny of the
created, is creation!
We need to go Beyond Physics; we need to know the original cause, as
distinct from just sequence of effects! Clearly the Physical can affect Mind
and Mind can affect Physical, but which is primary?

Only 'Something' even more profound can be!

…The Source
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Towards Creation – The Full 12 Dimensions
Physical "Stuff" as outlined above has 3 separate dimensions of 'Motion',
this is different to saying 3 dimensions of 'Space', as Time also has 3
dimensions! However, with Larson's model, 'Creation' was outside his
remit. As per the quote from 'Nothing but Motion' above, he just
postulated two opposite scalar motions; Outwards and Inwards regardless
of how this came to be, and built his model upon those postulates.
Going beyond Larson and seeking the mode of Creation, which is driven
by the two interacting source intelligences, we find that there are actually
12 Parameter-Dimensions (arranged in 4 groupings) which develop by a
sort of Quadrature principle, extending from the Insights described in:
"The New Science" (1962) by Wilbert B. Smith of Canada.

The first six of which
correspond to Larson's model
but said in a different way

('Quadrature' in this context means expanding in a sideways direction to
an additional order of complexity — like Conjugate-Polarities!)
•

The Space Fabric
1. Length – translation of
2. Area
3. Volume

•

The Field Fabric
4. Density of 'Manifest-Reality' (3D bundle)
Gradient-of-change – or Tempic field
5. Divergence thereof – or Electric field
6. Curl thereof – or Magnetic field

•

The Control Fabric
7. Random Orientation
8. Decision or free-will
9. Sequence or order

•

The Percipitation Fabric
10. Form
11. Multiplicity
12. Aggregation

Note: a further application of the Quadrature principle would be the same
as the first – a translation of Length, as a whole Universe would be offset
to another position; so all can be defined by these 12 parameterdimensions. …This is not reverse engineering attempting to discover how
the Universe is built, but abstractly sequencing forward around the cycle!
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The
The
The
The

first group or "Fabric" from our subjective perspective, sets the Stage
second group or "Fabric" creates 'Reality Stuff' upon the Stage
third group of "Fabric" enables density centres we know as atoms
fourth group or "Fabric" enables higher diversity to build the Universe

The simplest way to say this is a list, but all the interconnectivity is lost
The next best way is a square table 2 x 2 where we can notice 2 pairs of
opposites: horizontally and vertically...

Length

Density Gradient of Change

Area

Divergence - Electric field

Volume

Curl - Magnetic field

Random Orientation

Form

Decision or free-will

Multiplicity

Sequence or order

Aggregation

However, this is still a two dimensional representation, but if we conceive
a three dimensional Tetrahedron (four sided 3D shape, each side being an
equilateral triangle) then the true interconnectivity of the 12 parameterdimensions can be appreciated.
Four sides = Four groups or "Fabrics"
Three edges = Three dimensions to each group
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Perhaps conspicuous by its absence in these 12 parameter-dimensions is
the word of "Time". But Time as we subjectively perceive it is the
consequential effect of Change of Reality Density, which actually at its
most basic level is curled turning motion, in a 3D thought field.

Subjectively perceived "Time" is an effect, not a root cause,
rather change of 'Reality Density' is first cause!

Depiction of a Field of varying Density
which is simultaneously in several different ways…

"Stuff" going out (Radiation) concurrently with "Stuff" coming in (Gravity).
…Gravity maximizes at the centre, Radiation dominates at the periphery.
A Vortex has the Centre revolving faster than the periphery, the maximum
action is at the centre, but there is no 'boundary' between fast and slow.
If this picture represents a high density region in the Material Sector, it
cannot represent the Cosmic Sector (Etheric or Anti-Matter) because the
"Stuff" of the Universe is collated together in two reciprocal ways. It is
only possible to represent one of them individually, so too can our
awareness (consciousness) only be in one or the other, not both together;
though we do exist in both together simultaneously!
This picture can represent the very large as in a Galaxy, or the very small
as in an Atom, it can also represent effects at intermediate scales such as
Life-Force and its various societies at all levels!
The whole lot is in dynamic motion; inwards and outwards concurrently.
Change in Reality Density is the origin of "Time" as we perceive it.
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An image representing a varying density field can only depict part of
Reality. It cannot depict the interconnection between Scalar Motion
defined as Speed, (as in Physics), and Scalar Movement defined as Orbital
Empathy (as in the Socio-Psychological), nor can it simultaneously depict
motion either side of the speed of Light, though all are interrelated!
"Language is the biggest problem" in describing how it all fits together, we
need to put on our human "designer's hat" to see the magnificence of the
BIG DESIGN: Manifested Creation. …Like with the human body, how all
the various organs all work together, and in so many different ways.
In the 12 parameter-dimensions described by Wilber B Smith, he said the
eighth dimension in the Control Fabric group is 'Decision', which is an
expression of free-will. This is an alternative handle for comprehending
the potential for interlinking between physical and mental, as in
connecting the two aspects of Scalar Motion – Speed and Orbital-Empathy
(one point's rotation driving any other point's rotation on the same plane)

Patterns is Space, Patterns in Time
We are familiar with QR codes, bar codes, and written
letters of language that are just black and white patterns
in space that can immediately take our consciousness to
an abstract thought. Since this Universe of Motion has two
reciprocal sides; that collated in Space and that collated in
Time, it must also follow therefore that these patterns can
be in either sector! When an item has patterns in 'Time', it can provide a
mental link that is inexplicable by chemistry! These patterns in time are
the explanation of psi effects such as Psychometry, Dowsing, Homeopath,
'Gut-Feelings' and the distinct variation in ice crystals in water that
remember thought impressions – after the research of the late Dr Masaru
Emoto in Japan.
Catalysts in chemistry defy any chemical explanation – but could
patterns in Time provide the answer?

Water is a substance that seems to have a very strong ability to pick up
patterns in Time; like ferromagnetic materials can easily pick up electrical
patterns in the Material Sector. …When religions have blessed 'holy water'
or 'healing water', this is how the thoughts are retained by the water, it is
nothing to do with chemical or nuclear changes. Also in some of the
unconventional technologies, the condition of the water has vital
significance, such as in the Australia 'Joe Cell' – this is the explanation.
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Scalar Fields and Vector Fields
We know from how Larson's Reciprocal System of Physical Theory fits so
well with all aspects of Physics and Chemistry that the 'principle' must be
basically correct. …If there was any fundamental error in his 'Postulates',
then it would not fit the real world in all aspects like it does. This
compares with the orthodox establishment feeding the world's children
misinformation like the 100 year out of date Bohr's model of the atom in
their school text books.
(Deception Agenda??)
However, the 'Reciprocal System', including RS2, is based upon Scalar
Motion, yet all our conceptualising of curled Motion is vector: one
dimension for Electric effects and two dimensions for Magnetic effects.
We know there is a purpose to everything, so what starts as Abstract
Scalar, once it acquires a 'purpose' is on its way to being a specific Vector.
…Being "Specific" means not "General" any more. There are a vast
multitude of possibilities of how an Abstract Scalar driver can manifest
into specific Vector examples, but never can we define the 'General' in
terms of the 'Specific'! It is not just the physical reasons of expanding or
contracting motion being different to the vector sum, or scalar motion
producing an acceleration that vector motion does not have, but also what
we have termed the conjugate 'Socio-Psychological' aspect. As was
pointed out on page 40 a diagram cannot represent the whole concept of
any conjugate-polarity because there is no zero, so any specific graphical
attempt to represent the scalar dimensions of motion is inherently wrong.
Scalar fields containing 'Curl' are different to Vector fields with Curl.
A Vector field is the quantitative measure of something physical: In fluid
dynamics, any bit of fluid cannot occupy the same location as any other
bit, right down to individual atoms, producing the distinctive laminar and
turbulent flows. But multiple Scalar Motions; both with Curl and Linear,
can indeed occupy the same location, so the scalar fields can indeed cross
each other, quite unlike a physical fluid such as air or water!
This explains the observed phenomenon in Quantum Mechanics of
simultaneous opposite rotations, they are scalar fields not vector fields!
So to repeat…
We cannot define the General in terms of the Specific,
We cannot define the Scalar in terms of the Vector.
This principle concerning the abstract properties of Scalar Motion also has
implications far beyond Physics!
cf. Dion Fortune's Law of Limitation!
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Unconventional Future Technologies:
There are at least 11 completely different verifiable Unconventional
devices producing abundant-energy, all of which contradict the existing
establishment "Laws of Physics", though to call it "free-energy" would be a
misnomer!
…In the Universe of Motion: We get, so we must also give!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Australian 'Joe Cell' (car connected to special water cell - no fuel)
Bedini Motors (pulsed electronics)
Lutec (rotating magnets)
Stan Meyer (water splitter that is not electrolysis)
Jim Griggs (water hammer over unity device)
Hutchison Effect (Levitation, atomic-disintegration, Zero point energy)
Moray Valve (cosmic radiant energy)
Paul Pantone GEET (I.C. engine running on 'impossible' fuel)
Bruce De Palma N-machine (self driving Faraday homopolar generator)
Testatika (Swiss community self driving windhurst machine)
Nikola Tesla's radiant energy field - developed in USSR by Chenetski

There have been several other demonstrated phenomena in the past,
which I am convinced were genuine, but something is missing to allow us
to repeat the experiments, these include the work of: John Keely with his
sympathetic vibrations, Viktor Schauberger's implosion machines, Edward
Leedskalnin defying gravity in building his Coral Castle, and the John
Hutchinson's erratic effects as previously mentioned regarding seeking to
comprehend the evidence of the 9/11 deception. …It is so tragic when
such frontier science is taken and used by "the dark side".
By looking to the new physics alone, even the accurate explanation by
RS2, we cannot hope to comprehend all that is happening with the
demonstrated effects. Motion has two Aspects; the masculine side and
the feminine side; balanced creation must have both.
Some people look to spiritual realities as opposed to religious
dogma, but try to justify in terms of orthodox science which they just
assume is correct — other people do the opposite; seeking truth in
unconventional science but continuing with their pre-existing religious
beliefs. But in truth, both sides have their corrupted thinking.

The unconventional effects are of three types; those based on Life-Force
energy also called "Orgone", those based upon Alchemical Transmutation
which in modern parlance are cold nuclear processes, and those based
upon Psychic connection to the Time-Based Cosmic Sector (Etheric Plane)
enabling negative entropy effects, also called Over-Unity devices.
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1. Life-Force energy has considerably higher potential because it
simultaneously is aggregated spatially and tempically, (Material
Sector and Cosmic Sector), so it is possible to get simple physical
energy out of background Life-Force energy, but doing so is a
terrible waste; it is like buying new furniture to burn as fire wood!
Also there are considerable dangers of it spontaneously going
wrong, causing the effect known as DOR (Deadly Orgone Radiation)
2. New technologies based upon Alchemical Transmutation are based
upon influencing a material's age in its overall life cycle by
manipulation of the eighth parameter-dimension (after W.B. Smith)
along with the correct electro-magnetic conditions. It is entirely
feasible in principle, to produce hydrogen gas this way!
3. Negative Entropy or Over-Unity devices are switching the working
fluid between the Material Sector and the Cosmic Sector, which
viewed objectively is entirely reasonable, but subjectively seems
impossible to comprehend as the observed effect is 'Implosion'. As
motion is the basic "Reality" (not its expression in Time or Space)
but this "Reality Stuff" can be collected together in two different
ways, to a Time Base or to a Spatial Base. So when by some special
means, the 'Reality Stuff' is suddenly transferred from one Base to
the other (one Sector to the other) then it seems some "Space" has
just disappeared, but in actual fact the "Space" has just become
diffuse; which is quite different to just a drop in physical pressure!
This was the nature of Viktor Schauberger's experiments, and has
also been observed as part of the Australian Joe Cell phenomenon.

Open Mind
It is important to have an open mind, but critical mind: to check out the
evidence of strange claims.
Some research for our next generation…
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Earth appears to be growing in volume?
Both the centre of the Earth and the Sun, are Cosmic Sector matter?
It seems water can be created within the earth's crust?
It appears that crude oil may not be fossil, but a mineral?
Animate Life has spontaneously appeared in ponds?
Humans have been genetically modified in the distant past by aliens?

It has repeatedly been noticed that the most creative time for both
scientists and engineers is during the coffee break! …It is not the drink
itself but the relaxed atmosphere where people of different unconnected
specialisms meet informally, though all are engrossed in their work, this is
when unexpected new ideas are born – they are genders generating at an
intellectual level, so different to a fudged compromise of viewpoints!
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Some pictures of the metaphysical
"Joe Cell" experiments
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This is like a General Theory of Everything, but it is not really a "theory", it
is more of a Discovery, a Guided Discovery! – the story of how it came
about is written in the author's first book: Jameela's Journey.
It is the fitting together of selected special Insights by extraordinary
people, facilitated by the conditioning of personal experiences; without
these diverse teachings the whole could not have been built. All the
Insights completely reject current orthodox beliefs in both science and in
religion, or any fudged compromise between those polemics. There can be
no accuracy where teachings are controlled by vested interests
The fundamental motive for this work is that we cannot hope to manage
this world peacefully and sustainably, if we do not understand the design
principle of how it is constructed!

Seeking the Absolute Root Polarity
In the words of "The Old Greek"1 as relayed to us through Dion Fortune2…

"The Unmanifest is the only Unity. Manifestation begins when duality
occurs. The prime duality is 'Space' and 'Movement'.
The first manifestation was a current in space. The metaphor I must use may
convey nothing to your mind. All I can say is that space was moving. You will
find these clues are a clue too much."
From the other insights that I have learned, I add to this profound opening
statement that both 'Space' and 'Movement' are each 3 dimensional fields
that mesh together, and they each have Gender, which enables a fertile
system to be built up from the primary foundation. …The Gender difference
is described as being between 'Linear' and 'Orbital', the implications of
"Orbital" were introduced in Chapter 1 ‘Gender Balance’, and continue later.
•
•

'Linear' means straight, but without any defined direction
'Orbital' means curled, but without any defined centre of rotation

Specific directions and centres can only be built up subsequently, and are
not part of the initial manifestation.
The 4 conditions are thus:
Space – Linear
Space – Orbital
Movement – Linear
Movement – Orbital
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Since there is a Gender polarity, there can be mating between opposite
pairs. Here we are referring to the primary level, whereas normally we are
accustomed to think of "mating" in a higher biological sense. This is the
very root process, upon which higher levels of manifestation are built; from
the atomic structures up to life itself. The Ontology of the system.
Rearranging the 4 basic conditions of manifestation we have…

Space - Linear

Movement - Linear

Space - Orbital

Movement - Orbital

Notice there are two mating pairs concurrently, each condition is the
opposite from the other pair. Such four quarters are all Gender division!
Notice also, that each Gender Polarity consists of two fundamentally
different directions; like always at right angles to each other, (along an axis
and around an axis) but to speak in terms of geometry is inadequate, as
this is a derived term specific to one side of manifestation only. We cannot
truly define the General in terms of the Specific, so we must speak
abstractly; that their Gender is either Linear or Orbital.

…Stage and Actors make the Play (Motion)…
The 'Stage' is the setting, where "stuff" can happen; a Linear 3D field.
The 'Actors' is the movement, the "stuff" that happens; a Curled 3D field.
The 'Play' is the purpose of it all, the story that is being acted out.
It must be emphasized that "The Stage" is NOT the world …rather it
is the 3D setting that we know as space, but since there is an
inverse form of Space(!) it is more accurate to think of a 3D field
location upon which motion can interact to materialize entities.

Notice so far, no mention has been made of 'Time' – even the Play or story
is referred to as a whole, a purpose that is to be acted out.
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The Play (Abstract Motion with Purpose)
Think of any good story important to yourself, you know the whole story
from beginning to end. It may be a triumph over adversity type story or a
love story, or whatever is a favourite with yourself. To relate it to other
people, especially set as a play, it will figuratively need a Stage. It will also
need Actors, though both stage and actors could surely be changed to suit
different audiences yet the essential moral of the story still come out. For
it to be a favourite story, it will also have some kind of twist or character
arc. That which appears to be the path at the beginning, through the
events of the story, causes change in the characters – which is the moral or
purpose of the story.
…The "Playwright" planned this to happen.
This metaphor is why it is inadequate to use Physical terminology for the
basic manifestation; Physical motion is only part of what is happening. It is
also why Physicists have tried in vain to find their coveted General Theory!
This "General Model" herein, can be used for much more than helping
orthodox physics extract itself from its current cul-de-sack, it is also the
model of how we can prevent conflicts, rather than belatedly attempt to
resolve them. It shows how to steward this planet with the wisdom of how
it actually works.
…It is often said: "The rich are getting richer while the poor are getting
poorer" – but Socialism has not provided the answer! It is also recognized
that Gender imbalance is a key issue, but likewise, Feminism has not
provided the answer – in both cases cultural fertility is lost! …We need to
properly understand dynamic Polarity of difference, which has its root in the
primary manifestation.

Wilbert B. Smith in his pinnacle work "The New Science"3 said:
"No principal can be described or satisfactorily defined except in terms of
concepts which are more basic, until one basic concept is reached which in
itself cannot be defined at all, but which will define all other concepts.
The Universe contains no anomalies, and the appearance of an anomaly is
warning that our understanding is inadequate.
Mathematics must be the servant of Understanding and not its master.
Equations, by their very nature, cannot discover; they can only yield
relationships derived from the initial statements and which were inherently
in them when they were stated.
Truth is not hidden; it is available to all and is the same for all. Apparent
differences must be due to inadequate understanding."
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Wilbert B. Smith goes onto say that all Reality is basically Spin, that Mass is
actually rotary motion, but the type of rotation he describes is that of a
whirlpool where the centre revolves faster than radii further out. In nature
we observe and assume this type of rotation from studying Galaxies, but he
says it is also the type of rotation in atoms.

Motion
Now we must describe motion: We are familiar with motion of something,
like a bus travelling down a road. This is vector motion; it has both
magnitude (its speed) and direction (the road). The Primary Motions
however, are not motion of something, they are abstract motion like the
"current in space", and mathematically are Scalars, not Vectors – they have
no specific direction! This is of crucial difference!

Linear Scalar Motion is what general expansion or contraction is, like dots
painted upon a balloon that is either being inflated or deflated. The dots
just grow away or towards each other, there is no common direction. We
can couple a reference point to define directions, like resting one dot of our
balloon on the floor while we inflate it. This is the type of expanding motion
that the observed recession of distant galaxies follow! …Gravitation is the
inward scalar motion counterpart.
Whereas with familiar vector motion: two objects that are in simultaneous
opposite directions have a net resultant speed of zero, but with scalar
motion; the rate of their mutual expansion or contraction is the speed.
Also, this scalar speed is independent of where it is measured.

Orbital Scalar Motion is the type of motion that an orbital sander has;
where all of the sand-paper moves in a small circle, but its orientation stays
the same (the top stays at the top). Such a plane of motion can be as big
as required – it could theoretically span the whole universe!

See web animation of 'Orbital Motion'

www.northspirit.org/orbital.html

◊ Any point traces a similar circle.
◊ Any point moving in a circle can drive the whole orbital motion plane.
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…So with Orbital Motion, any point's rotation can drive any other point! —
This animation example is physical, but consider the same in psychology;
as in empathy – the conjugate way of thinking to Linear thinking!

In summary;
Scalar Linear Motion is straight but has no specific direction.
Scalar Orbital Motion is curled but has no specific centre.
But they both subsequently acquire a reference point in order to form
substance, the coupled reference frame may be either spatial or tempic.

Language Problems
We can name something by what it does, or by what it is! …there is also a
third way of naming something – from its history (e.g. 'computer').
…Clarifying this ambiguity was actually the origin of gender in European
languages.
This naming ambiguity gets worse when things change their roll or
function, the current name we use can become confusing. In nature, with
metamorphic change, we solve the problem by using two different words,
like Caterpillar and Butterfly, though we all realize they are the same
creature.
But what of something such as 'Space' whose counterpart in the
other pair is curled in an orbital manner? The function of the 'Space' we
recognize, is that of a Stage, but when it becomes curled the function
changes to that of 'Actor' upon the Stage! …Roll reversal within the pair.

While these ambiguities can be a serious difficulty to comprehension in
spoken language, no such problem exists in the language of mathematics!
This leads many people to the conclusion that mathematics describes
everything in the Universe – but they are so wrong!
Everything that the Mind conceives, the Universe expresses – but
only about half of this is Physical – the rest is Socio-Psychological
transformations (like learning or building comradeship). However, both
sides are intrinsically linked, and analysis of one half alone can never reveal
full comprehension.
Each branch from the Root directory up, divides and divides again, it
is the polarity principle that is repeated; for example the sub-division of
Physics divides again into Experiment and Experience, each of which divide
into theory and practice, and so on into a vast multitude of studies.
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The Model is Gender: It takes two opposite-gender parents to produce a
child, but that child can be of either gender! So as the primary
manifestation was divided into Gender, everything subsequently given birth
by that initial manifestation is also divided into Gender! The language of
Mathematics is only one of them. Our current civilization has depreciated
the other "Logic" – both in orthodox science with their mono-pole logic, and
in orthodox religion referring to God as separate and "he".
…A tragedy!
In technical language it is a mirage to think that complex numbers [√(-1)]
or extended to Quaternions describe the opposite side of gendered Creative
Intelligence, and likewise in sociological language, it is also a mirage to
think that Thesis and anti-Thesis describe them either – for these are the
reciprocals of the Physical branch only; not describing Root Gender.
The true other side is variously known as Ether, Intuition, Psychic
Perception, anti-matter and the Non-Local Reality of Quantum Physics
(explaining Bell's Interconnectedness Theorem / proof)
Note: In this text, the words Masculine and Feminine are ONLY used for the
two Source Intelligences – as all subsequent manifestations contain both!

Building up Matter
Wilbert B. Smith also said in his book "The New Science" that Reality
extends from zero to infinity, with our awareness centred half way between
these limits at Unity, such that exactly half Reality is inside, and half being
outside. W.B. Smith describes how a total of 12 parameter-dimensions are
built up from 'nothing at all' by conscious thought of the Creator, which is
sufficient to define all there is in the Universe. He was an Engineer, but like
the Mystics he said Space and Time as we know them are created. The
"Play" as it were, exists abstractly before manifesting in Space and Time in
the conscious Mind of the Creator, The Playwright. And "Time" as we
experience it, is the "reciprocal of the derivative of the 'Density or Reality
Change' parameter, and is not basic in its own right".

The 12 Parameter-dimensions arranged in four groups of three
Length
Random Orientation
Area
Decision
Volume
Sequence
Density or Reality Change Form
Divergence or Electrical
Multiplicity
Curl or Magnetic
Aggregation
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Walter Russell4 emphasized that we must regard God and Universe as
aspects of the same, not separate. Walter Russell said the Universe is
Creating (present tense) not Created (past tense), and to understand this
Universe we must understand the Wave: there being the dense form of
matter we are familiar where gravity has pulled together; which is spherical
in nature, and simultaneously there is the extended form of matter that
radiation has pushed apart; which is Cubic in nature [rectilinear?]. The
extended form of matter may be associated with what some people call
Etheric phenomena, but this term is inaccurate. Walter Russell said sex was
in everything including chemistry, not just the life forms. He said this was
the nature of interaction between opposites where they created something
new between them, not cancel each other out! He described the "Equator"
as he termed it, between all sex pairs, and both sexes always exist
together, but one is in 'preponderance' to the other alternately, except in
the crossover points on the wave cycle where they become bisexual.

Viktor Schauberger5 described Implosion as the counter to Explosion.
Implosion being the way of nature; powerful, silent, cool and building up –
but explosion is the way of man's machines; feeble, noisy, hot and
destructive! …The way a log grows on a tree being so different to the way it
is burnt in a furnace to release tiny amounts of energy! He studied water
vortices, such as in whirlpools and eddies in rivers, and said there were two
forms of motion
Axial to Radial (inside swirling outwards) which produced centrifugal
flow and is destructive, dissipating and divergent
Radial to Axial (outside swirl going inwards) which produces centripetal
flow and is formative, accelerating and integrating.
He said with Radial to Axial flow that "ethericities" are created. Here again,
the problem is our language not having the precise words to convey what
we want to convey.
Viktor Schauberger said of Isaac Newton regarding the story of the apple
falling on his head which supposedly lead to his theory of Gravity, He said:

"Newton should consider how the apple got up in the tree in the first place!"

Bente Müller6 wrote in Norwegian language. She describes how the
original polarity of thought between the Feminine creative intelligence and
the Masculine creative intelligence run together through everything in the
Universe. Independently they are outside of Time and Space, but together
they generate the Speed of Light!! Culture however, is able to take one of
the creative intelligences and make it appear self-sufficient, not needing its
counterpart, this action will ultimately lead to disaster and extinction,
unless in the final hour of impending doom, true Reality is sought. This is
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what has happened in the world now with Patriarchal religion with its male
god image and science that relies entirely upon one type of intelligence;
the Masculine mathematical logic. Together they have reinforced each other
towards the inevitable disaster. The proof of this assertion she gives by
describing the unexpected in science, that which exists on the other side of
the Light Barrier – that which exists faster than the speed of light – the
unexpected Feminine Creative Intelligence!

Sohravard a 12th century CE. Persian Sufi Mystic, spoke of Black Light, he
said that the opposite of 'Light' is not 'no-light', rather it is Black Light!
"Black Light" being an entity in its own right! (see: Hikmat al-Ishraq)
Much later in the same vein; Quantum Physicist Werner Heisenberg
said of Goethe7 that he was right regarding light not being split into the
rainbow spectrum by a prism, rather it was the combination of two edge
effects; light to dark and dark to light. …Goethe was indeed correct!

The Reciprocal System of Physical Theory by Dewey. B. Larson

8

After a lifetime of investigating and searching for a link between atomic
numbers of elements and their respective physical properties, he came up
with two radical postulates that if true, would necessarily mean a whole
General Theory could be built up explaining all physical phenomena. The
main principle was that motion itself is primary, not matter or even motion
of something, but motion itself – like in the opening quote from The Old
Greek. He said there were three dimensions to this motion, so that means
Space has three dimensions and Time has three dimensions, though Time
and Space cannot exist independently9. He said the relationship between
Space and Time was a reciprocal type relationship – like a Ratio.
This can be Space / Time or Time / Space. Both exist simultaneously.
He said the "Space / Time" region had speeds up to the speed of light,
but in "Time / Space" region, speed exceeds the speed of light. …Larson
used the name "Reciprocal" to describe the nature of divergence from the
Speed of Light, though mathematically it is an ambiguous use of the word.
He said the necessary consequence of such postulates was an
explanation for the instantaneous action of gravity (inward scalar motion),
the recession of the galaxies (outward scalar motion), light passing through
a vacuum (photons remain stationary, space itself is expanding), as well as
all the physical properties of materials.
Even though his writings are so remarkable, they are extremely
difficult to follow, he had such an enormous background that other people
don't have. There is however, a much improved re-evaluation of the
theory, which simplifies and resolves many ambiguities, this is called RS2.
http://reciprocal.systems/
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The two postulates in Larson's own format:
1. "The physical universe is composed entirely of one component,
Motion, existing in three dimensions, in discrete units, and with two
reciprocal aspects, space and time"
2. "The physical universe conforms to the relations of ordinary
commutative mathematics, its primary magnitudes are absolute, and
its geometry is Euclidean"
In an interview with Dewey B. Larson back in 1984 when asked if he liked
mathematics at school, he replied:

"…The fact that I'm steering the theory away from mathematics now is not
because, as some might think, I have a dislike for the subject, but simply
because I found out that you can't get to what I was after by that route."

Putting it all Together
Only short extracts from a few of the inspirers was included for the purpose
of building the picture. A comprehensive treatise would be too long and
thus lose focus. But many, many other insights, and ancestors, have gone
into building this model.
If we only take a mathematical substitution for qualities, then even if they
are physically correct, we still degrade the source information! So either
abstract terms or dual descriptions must be used.

Taking Reality existing between Zero and Infinity, centred at Unity
we can therefore have…

Dense Space with Thin Action,
which is different to

Thin Space with Dense Action
…the difference is Speed
The 1 to 1 ratio is the speed of Light!

Half of motion is therefore above the speed of Light, and half is below it!

1
n



1
1
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Defining Motion
Motion is normally defined by a unit of Space per unit of Time, a simple
Ratio. (e.g. metres per second) Convention and convenience decree that
the Ratio is written this way up, but it would also represent the same ratio
to say the inverse… a unit of Time per unit of Space.
However, this is not the root of Motion, it is only a physical interpretation;
the root of Motion is more abstract… "Stage and Actors make the Play".
At Source, Motion is a mental desire, an abstract desire that can express
itself as action or energy, both of which manifest in both the technical
sense, and the socio-psychological sense!
In the Physical sense, the derived parameter "Time" is the seemingly
appropriate scale against which Motion is measured, but in the SocioPsychological sense it is inadequate. …we say "things happen when they
are ready to happen", this is a measure of Motion done, not (Time) as we
are subjectively familiar with. There is more to the Reality of Motion than
scaling against a single dimension can express.
"Time" is a derived parameter, a scale for motion in the physical sense.

"Motion" itself is the fundamental parameter!
By this we state that Motion or 'Movement in Space' has both the Physical
Aspect and the Socio-Psychological Aspect, yet its factors are the same two
concurrent mating pairs…

Space - Linear

Movement - Linear

Space - Orbital

Movement - Orbital

Notice there are 4 factors in 2 pairs, so the Created Result
should also be of 4 types of manifestation coming in 2 pairs!
The "Actor" of the play comes in 2 forms; masculine and feminine
Another Aspect of Gender must now be described…
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Faster than Light

Diffuse in Time

Antimatter

Diffuse in Space

Matter

The motion is both Outward (Radiation)
and Inward (Gravity)

Aggregated in Space

Aggregated in Time

(from our perspective)

Slower than Light

Parapsychology

Any points motion
can drive any other point
spiralling in Time

Orbital Time

(from our perspective)

Faster than Light

(Time)
Space

The Spiralling is both gathering Inward
and diffusing Outward

Psychology

Any points motion
can drive any other point
spiralling in Space

Orbital Space

Slower than Light

Space
(Time)

Due to the Linear/Rotary Role Reversal either side of
the speed of Light, Speed can be defined as…

Due to the Linear/Rotary Role Reversal either side of
the speed of Light, Speed can be defined as…
Time
Space

Uses the empathy property of Orbital Motion such
that any point's rotation can drive any other point

Defined as Speed of Motion

Space
Time

Socio-Psychological Aspect

Physical Aspect

These arise from the separate viewpoints of the Two primary Intelligences: Masculine and Feminine

'Movement in Space' has Two Aspects
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The 4 Aspects of Gender presented above in 2D tabular form do not
emphasis the simultaneous effect of all the factors, a more accurate
representation would be to write upon the 4 sides of a solid Tetrahedron!

A note on Spiralling… When scalar expansion is combined with rotation, a
spiral is generated. If the rotation is orbital, then spiralling tendency or Curl
occurs in the 3D field. If the orbital motion is constant over space, then
the spiralling tendency would be the Archimedean Spiral form, but in nature
we observe different – explained by Density Gradient, like the motion of a
Vortex; centre revolving faster (after Wilbert B Smith and Walter Russell)

Objective and Subjective
When viewed as a whole, objectively as the Creator designed it, we see a
beautiful symmetry, but when subjectively viewed from within one side of
this manifestation, the perception is most strange. The other side appears
to have space that curls inwards. The reality is though, that the stage and
the motion have swapped their roles!
So it is for us here in the physical side, trying to comprehend the other half
of manifestation10. This is why Intuition, Psychic Perception and Non-Local
Connectivity may seem to go against our intelligence, because that
"intelligence" is only one of two kinds that drive this manifested Universe.

Does Curl act upon Linear, or Linear act upon Curl? …Both! …they mesh
together. The objective reality is that one cannot function without the
other; it would therefore be undermining to say "one is as important as the
other", or to say "both are equal" or "equal but different" for without both
together, there simply cannot be any manifestation at all. Such is Gender in
the Design, and at every level, not just the biological. But because of the
subjective view from half of manifestation, "Gender" is vulnerable to
depreciation by those firmly attached to one half of Intelligence only!
We have some Scientists of vested interests who dominate our Universities,
and likewise some Religionists of vested interests, who dominate over our
media and politics. The vested interest is about continuing power for one
sort of thought only. …Like this the world is headed for self-destruction.
The polarity of thought drives the holographic physical; that is the design.
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The 4 Types of Manifestation in 2 Pairs
Physical

Empathy & Fertility

Mathematical Logic terminology

Socio-Psychological terminology

Matter and Antimatter

Psychology and Parapsychology

Time
Space

and

Cannot be expressed in terms of
Space or Time, because diffuse!

Space
Time

The Actor of the play is brought
through Scalar motion into specific
Vector motion, both rotary around
an axis and linear along an axis.

The Actor of the play is brought
through the orbital property of
Scalar motion so that any point
can drive any other point.

Focused and Local

Diffuse and Non-Local

The faster than Light subtle side
(from our material perspective)
Recognized as anti-matter and
cosmic neutrinos which are fully
explained by the Mathematics of
the revolutionary Reciprocal
System of physical theory after
Dewey Larson, and those who
have further developed the model.

The faster than Light subtle side
(from our material perspective)
Known as Psychic perception and
Intuition that reach out into this
other sector, which co-exists with
what we perceive as solid. A few
people can partially observe the
aura of life forms, which is direct
perception of this sector. Walter
Russell named it extended matter,
though it is not simply rarefied
matter. The 19th century physicists
described it as Æther, though had
no definition, just a postulation
from observed phenomena.

The inverse or reciprocal relation
has the mathematical expression:

1
y=x

y

We can observe physical effects
such as non-local connections in
Quantum Physics and some Psi
phenomena, but everything we
really know of this aspect of the
other sector is through "Life"!

x
The graph of this function is called
a Hyperbola. Notice we represent it
as the graph approaching but
never fully reaching two axes at
90° (asymptote)
It is crucially important to realize
that physics only describes half of
the consequences of Motion.

This aspect of Motion explains so
much in socio-psychological
behavior enabling us to design for
sustainable harmony.

The Physical reflects the Psychical

The Psychical reflects the Physical
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Since the Movement and hence stuff of the Universe can be aggregated or
diffuse in either Space or Time, and any point can drive any other point,
yet it is the same "Movement", it tells us that the interconnectedness is just
phenomenal !!
…This vast extent of connectedness is itself a form of Life!
The origin of it all though is Consciousness of Thought – Divine Thought –
Universal Consciousness.

There are similarities to the interconnected pair of Yin and Yang, but there
are 2 ways the pair can manifest; like Clock-Wise and Counter-Clock-Wise!
…In Yin and Yang, the dot represents each containing the seed of the other!

Linear can become Rotary and Rotary can become Linear

The Hyperbolic Spiral, derived from the reciprocal function where the curve
approaches its asymptotes of Linear and Rotary.11

Two counter rotations together can produce
a vibratory linear motion, as commonly used
in pile driving hammers.
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Paradigm Shift
Current orthodox beliefs have built a whole system of mutually supporting
errors, and it is now failing us. It is their theoretical models that are in
error, not our technologies learned through experiment and experience.
As such, correction cannot be made piecemeal; scientific thinking and
religious thinking both need their reforms. Downstream of these errors lie
Politics and the Media, so a paradigm shift in consciousness level is needed.
However, there is one part of the "establishment" that will survive
the paradigm change in consciousness to avert self-destruction, and one
that could be viewed as an establishment role model for our leaders –

An Independent Judiciary, with Jury and Professional Advocacy.
…This is because any self-preservation tendencies of the profession, or any
abuses of individuals, do not block higher wisdom in the court, unlike those
scholars of vested interest!*
That which is true can be shown to be true, and that which is false as so!

This is how Parliament should be run!
*It is recognized that "Vested Interests" can be honourable and natural,
but the point being made is; even scholars of good heart in whatever field,
do still inherently tend to hold knowledge to their own plateau, whereas the
big transformations tend to come from the fringe! …to study philosophy is
the academic path, but to be a Philosopher is the artists path!

"Stage and Actors Make the Play" (Motion)
We have discussed the 'Stage' and 'Actors' who mutually interchange, but
the purpose of it all is 'The Play'. Using our familiar language based upon
geometry, we can say there must be a third axis to our objective model
which is the Divine purpose of all this manifestation. To speak in abstract
terms, beyond the language of geometry we must use the language of
theatre or poetry, which can be very profound though also ambiguous.
As with the Stage and Actor dimensions, the 'Purpose' dimension is also a
two way flow, between building Order out of Chaos or conversely,
degrading Order into Chaos. (both in the Physical sense and the SocioPsychological sense)
Creation has many levels of complexity, biological life being only one of
them, but all levels have this model of 'Stage and Actors make the Play'. It
follows therefore that all levels of manifestation have their own Order
building out of Chaos and Order derogating to Chaos.
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With human relations, it is false ideas or beliefs that degrade away to
lessons learnt, like old used school exercise books that have lots of errors,
by correcting those errors so a child learns. …So too all in the Play of Life!
Conversely, that which is true goes onward, like an asymptote striving
towards Divine consciousness and character. Whatever name language
gives, this is our ultimate destiny, though only likely after many mistakes.

Consolidated Unity divides into overt Polarities, then returns to Unity
The next cycle of the wave has the Polarities reversed.
Attributes reverse!
This is the way of Politics, of Wealth, of Society, and of Science!

The Yin of Men
The Yang of Men
The Yin of Women
The Yang of Women

This is the Kernel.
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The proof is…
it all fits together

The Weak have a claim on the Strong...
but the Active have a claim on the Inactive!
4 factors in 2 pairs, all in dynamic transition!

Like the whirlpool vortex, manifested 'action' only happens where there is
an intensity that builds up with a gradient to a maximum, then declines; as
nothing is permanent. There is a gradient, but no barrier or boundary
between 'action' an 'inaction'!
…This is all true regardless of scale:
Atoms
Molecules
Living Cells
Living Creatures
Work Clusters
Societies
Planets
Solar Systems
Galaxies

For Peace: in our Designed, Interconnected Universe
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1

'The Old Greek'; understood to be the spirit of Socrates.

2

'The Cosmic Doctrine' by Dion Fortune, page 20. Written 1923 Glastonbury, first
published 1949 …a very mediumistically inspired esoteric book that spoke in
abstract terms.

3

'The New Science' by Wilbert B Smith; unfinished at his death in 1962. He was a
Canadian Senior Radio Engineer who was guided through the channeling of
intelligent beings, assumed to be extra terrestrial which he referred to as 'The boys
topside'. His writings are extremely profound. Quote is from the Introduction.
Available free online from Rex Research
http://www.rexresearch.com/smith/newsci~1.htm
4

Walter Russell; American Philosopher, Mystic and Artist 1871 – 1963. His books
include 'The Universal One' and 'The Secret of Light'.
5

Viktor Schauberger, German Mystic, Engineer, Forrester and extremely detailed
observer of Nature 1885 - 1958

6

Bente Müller, Norwegian feminist Philosopher, Mystic and Artist. 1944 –
She
published three revolutionary books on science which where strongly inspired by
the feminine spirit of nature. Her first book was called "Gjennom Lysmuren"
meaning 'Through the Light Barrier'.
7

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, 1749 – 1832 astronomer, biologist, diplomat, poet,
writer and natural philosopher. Amongst his many works he produced a book
(translated) called "Theory of Colors" which listed his observations of light passing
through a triangular glass prism. What he said 200 years ago is true, but is ignored
by contemporary science because they have no explanation. Werner Heisenberg
stated 'Goethe was right' in a lecture back in 1941, see: "Die Goethesche und
Newtonsche Farbenlehre im Lichte der modernen Physik in "Geist der Zeit, 19
8

Dewey B Larson, American Engineer and uncommitted free scientist.
1898 – 1990. He produced a revolutionary "Theory of Everything" a single
mathematical model that fits all the phenomena of natural science, but it has no
say on Creation. His books include 'Nothing but Motion', 'Basic Properties of Matter'
and 'The Universe of Motion'.
9

Larson described the intrinsically connected relationship between Space and Time
as being like a box that has both inside and outside, it being impossible to have an
"inside" without its accompanying "outside"! Between the two is the 'Unit Barrier'.

10

The Physical effects of Abstract Motion must surely also have their Psychological
counterparts, but named very differently, if named at all.

11

Conceive of a model consisting of a hollow sphere that represents Unit speed
(the speed of Light). Linearly from outside this sphere, space extends away
towards infinity. Inside the sphere however, it is Time that spirals inward towards
infinity at the very centre, which by the inverse relationship means the equivalent
space tends to zero. The curled inside (of the sphere) cannot exist without its
linear outside. …However, close to the sphere itself, there is a transitional region
between the linear and the curled.
Multiplicative Inverse Dichotomy
Datum
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Religion verses Spirituality
Genders Generating: besides Creativity, Gender also opens Spiritual doors
There is a difference between 'religious' and 'spiritual' people...
The difference is between those who just 'believe' in God and those who
'are of' God! The difference is between External and Internal: Learnt
religious beliefs must come from the outside of oneself; whereas innerspirituality and its spiritual food comes directly from 'The Source' through
our own spirit soul. …"Spirituality" could be described as: 'Loving
Balanced Kindness and seeing beyond the material world', which can also
apply to many humanist atheist people, besides those believe in God!
Functioning religion may be represented by a simple analogy:
Length by Width = Area
Spirituality by Community = Religion
(i.e. Spirituality is Internal, Community is External)
But which of the two factors of Religion leads? …In the mathematical
factors of Area, it matters not which of the two is put first, (a x b = b x a)
but in Religion, and any other metaphysical issue, it is of critical
importance as to which factor comes first!
If external-teachings come first and are therefore dominant, then it
certainly can produce a strong community of religious folk, but their
spirituality is not internalised and therefore only pseudo! Sadly this is
what has happened with most religions. Like a hard shell for all to see, but
void of inner spirituality. Just see the results. – "Know a tree by its fruits".
…In the history of the world, how much evil has been done by dogmatic
religionists blindly following their learnt beliefs?
Conversely, when the order of the factors is reversed the opposite
effect happens: that is an upward evolutionary current rather than the
destructive one. When Internal Spirituality comes first, then the religious
texts and other teachings from the 'outside' may be recognised as putting
into words what we already intuitively know. The words if true, can
become like a verification, and because there are other people who also
recognise the truth in those words, a bond of love forms between these
spiritual people; This way round produces "Good Religion". Another effect
of assembling the two factors of religion this way around is that false
teachings or silly dogma will readily show up for what it is, and not be
destructively absorbed like so many religionists do! …Notice how the
early parts of revealed texts often begin with a call to be in awe of Nature
– i.e. putting spiritual experience first!
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Those of orthodox religion who place their teachings as primary say
only Prophets could link with The God – evidently absurd! …They cannot
personally experience this link because they are not being true to nature.
All the creatures in the Universe are directly linked to 'The Source', it is
only humans with their outside beliefs that hinder this natural connection.
To reconnect; just be still and whole in yourself, all of the masculine and
all of the feminine within (regardless of biological function on the surface)
and then be in awe of the wonders of nature – the Link is re-established
naturally! A person in gender denial can have an 'emotional' experience
thinking it is spiritual, but nothing can grow-spiritually from it. Genuine
Spiritual experience is high, beyond abstract thought; way above the
emotions!
…As a corollary; much of the "New-Age" movement has genuinely
spiritual people, but they are just not together in a 'religion' sense –
because they cannot recognise a common "Guide".
To go even further with these thoughts; notice how in Nature nothing
whole has just two dimensions (like Area)! Everything is 3 dimensional
(like Volume). Even a sheet of paper has thickness! The "surface" of the
sea is only an attribute of the "sea"; which is a volume. So what about our
simple analogy of:
Length by Width = Area
Spirituality by Community = Religion
Could it be that we should really be looking for a 3 dimensional analogy?
…I would suggest that it should be:
Spirituality by Community by Progression = "Something Beyond Religion"
As surely the very purpose of our earthly incarnation is to improve! …So
what name can we use for this 3D spiritual progression within a
community? We cannot use the word "Religion" or even "Good Religion"
as those words already have a meaning as described above. The factor of
"Progression" makes a difficulty with established orthodox words, as
words mostly refer to something known, which by definition cannot
transcend the desired progression yet to come! Orthodox concepts of
religion have the implication "Plateau" put upon them. Stilting free-though
and personal spiritual experience – the very opposite of what should be
happening!
Not only are 3 dimensions to this concept important, but the order
of dominance is vital – literally; as we are describing a force that is either
upward to the Light, or downward towards degradation.
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I would suggest here that the phrase we are looking for is:
"Bringing oneself into harmony with The Source as we continue to unfold"
or "Bringing oneself into harmony with the Loving Creative Force of the
Universe".
There must be many other words from different languages that could be
used to describe this three-dimensional "something beyond religion".
Also, all 'Religion' was revealed to this planet to replace something that
went before – an evolutionary process! And those previous religions –
were they wrong from the start? Or were they gradually corrupted by
mankind and become in need of replacement? …There is an upward
current towards 'The Light', and at the same time a resistive current
driving towards degeneration and decay. That which is now rotten needs
to go to compost – so let it go!
* * * * *
As we took the concept up from 2D to 3D plus considered the order of
input of the contributory factors; so too can we again raise our thinking
upwards…
Comparing contemporary science with contemporary religion, both
are trying to explain the universe in their opposite ways, yet they both fail
to agree! …But if both were speaking truth, surely they should agree!
Like if we look at a satellite photo of an area of land, and then look at a
map of the same land, they should agree though obviously present
different information! A road is a road (even if the map calls it a street)
and a lake is a lake (even if the map names it a reservoir!) So if both
contemporary science and contemporary religion had both got it right,
then there should be agreement – which there clearly is not. (Creationism
verses Evolution theory for a start!)
It was succinctly shown above the basic fundamental problems with
'religion'; now I will point out some of the glaring omissions within
contemporary orthodox 'science'…
The actualities of "paranormal" phenomena in nature are dismissed
as hearsay or just 'anecdotal evidence' by mainstream science, yet the
military use remote viewing – which is a form of out-of-body experience!
Oil companies pay high wages to psychics who have the ability to dowse
for new oil-fields from maps – dowsing for water by walking over land is
remarkable enough, but to do the same just off a paper map!! There are
several UK Universities offering options to study a PhD in Parapsychology,
but alas the other "scientists" just dismiss this work! The London based
'Society of Psychical Research' has been researching and documenting
solid scientific paranormal evidence, including physical evidence since
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1882, yet again it is just dismissed by orthodox theoretical physics. The
phenomena produced by Uri Geller; psychic spoon-bending and the like,
has simply been ignored by the scientific establishment, and now it is all
forgotten about. There are many other documented actualities of
space/time slips, especially (but not always) connected with hurricanes.
There are places with unexplained gravitational anomalies. Besides these
natural phenomena, there are "inventions" that contradict the
contemporary orthodox laws of physics; like devices that demonstrably
produce more energy than goes into them! Yet all this evidence that does
not fit with the orthodox theories is simply ignored by the so called
professors of science! So much cruelty is placed upon animals with their
experiments and testing, because contemporary orthodox science and
most Christian religionists do not believe animals have Spirits! Yet all the
people who are aware of Spirit scream; "stop the cruelty". The same can
be said of abortion in the murder of unborn children. Again to clarify; it is
not Empirical Science that I reject, of which many dedicated lives have
served, rather the 'theories' of orthodox contemporary science that just
ignore anything that contradicts their beliefs!
The actualities presented in a Spiritualist Physical Séance, or similar by
Yogi adepts and Dervish in the East, are dismissed by the orthodox
western establishment as, quote, "bunkum" (BBC Radio4) – though I have
personally witnessed such phenomena. I have witnessed solid matter
passing through solid matter, like conjoined links separating. I have upon
invitation, shaken hands with a materialised spirit hand; it was warm and
solid, and definitely had the inertia appropriate to being attached to an
unseen body. The materialised Spirit was called "Jonathan", the same as
my original Christian name; the venue was Jenny's Sanctuary, near
Banbury UK. The Spirit-Medium was Bill Meadows; the date was 21 July
2012. There were about 30 people present and all of us witnessed the
physical phenomena. Restraints to the Medium, entry conditions to every
person in the room and checks before, during and after the séance
prohibited any possibility of deception or conjuring.
…The physical
phenomena inexplicable by conventional science really happened!
…Between 2007 and 2015, I have personally witnessed 14 different
Spiritualist Physical Phenomena Séances – each produced different sorts
of amazing phenomena, including: Materialisation, Direct-Voice and
Levitation with controlled fast movement of many articles.
…Witnessing is Life Changing!
So as we need to go beyond contemporary orthodox religion, so too we
need to move beyond orthodox contemporary views of science!
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There is now a definite fringe movement within Science, it is an area that
seems to attract 'misfits' of extremely high IQ, who disagree with the
narrow-mindedness of the mainstream; people who accept as credible the
claims of paranormal stuff, and seek to check and then evolve theories
and experiments to accommodate such phenomena where found to be
genuine. There is a fringe within Quantum Physicists, mostly developing
upon the work of David Bohm; but many private researchers are forced
out of professional life and have to explore and develop their ideas as
"underground" scientists, subsidised by other income because grant
funding is not available for such.
There is much activity on the internet 'alternative science forums',
and all are entitled to their own ideas; some are profound, some are
wacky – but that is not the problem…
The key issue is contemporary orthodox scientists dismissing and ignoring
relevant actualities that are contrary to their own theories without
checking the claims. There is no difference between this blinkered view of
scientists following their "beliefs", to that of the dogmatic religionist
following their "beliefs" – if they all don't believe something; they refuse
to even check-out the evidence!
What makes this worse is that orthodox science receives public money for
its research. Also, the fact that the different specialisms within
contemporary orthodoxy do not fit together but their theories are still
presented as 'science fact' to our children in schools and the wider public
– they are not facts, they are theories that don't add up properly!
Returning to the thread earlier on 2D religion and the enigmatic 3D
'Something Beyond Religion', with the pertinent comment that as science
and religion each try to explain the Universe in their own respective ways;

We should rightly expect agreement!

To study Genetics or Psychology
without comprehending the driving Spirit;
is like studying computer hardware
while disbelieving in software!!
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Spiritualism
Spiritualism and Spirituality are similar sounding words, but refer to quite
different issues…
Modern Spiritualism is the deliberate communication with spirit entities,
both the spirits of deceased family and friends whom can provide evidence
of their identity, and also communication with higher spirits who can teach
philosophy, sometimes incredibly profound philosophy! The method of
communication in most cases is telepathic, which is called 'mental
mediumship' or channelling, but also there is 'physical mediumship', which
is now quite rare. Modern Spiritualism is regarded as passive amateur
scientific experiments, very often practiced as an alternative religion in a
Christian style Spiritualist Church justified by the verses in Corinthians.
The object of Spiritualism is primarily to prove survival of the conscious
soul after earthly death plus provide healing. Historically, communication
with spirits was done by Shamans and Occultists, though this form was
often more active in their consciousness deliberately travelling into the
spirit planes, and also for the achievement of physical aims.
Communication with spirit has always evoked criticism and claims of
fraud, which there have been, but also there is a considerable amount of
very strong evidence collected under tightly controlled experiments, but
still the disbelief by many continues. Telepathic communication is
possible with anything that has a spirit – for example this is the modus
operandi of horse-whisperers!
Spiritualism does not provide absolute proof of survival after death, but it
can on occasion provide extremely strong evidence. There seems to be a
signal-to-noise problem with the telepathic communication, sometimes it
is good, other times the evidence provided is only marginal.
Physical mediumship, though rare nowadays, very definitely
happens and the phenomena demonstrated is absolutely outstanding, for
me personally as previously said, it was life changing! This book is the
end product of a quest begun by witnessing physical mediumship, and
how conventional ideas of solid matter need to be completely revised.
Again, even physical mediumship does not provide absolute proof of
survival, as these spirit entities could theoretically be some other form of
life pretending to be our ancestors? However, the definite facts are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The unexplained physical phenomena does happen.
It is intelligently controlled in communication with people.
It is by deliberate organised intelligences, not random events.
There does exist Spirit entities separate to the people witnessing.
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Compatibility
Sincerely believing something does not necessarily make it true! We may
believe in something because we have felt some evidence of it, or because
we have been taught this since we were little babies, but "belief" refers
only to a psychological state of mind, not necessarily the facts!
This applies to both religious and scientific opinions!
Of course everybody is entitled to their own beliefs, but that which is truly
genuine should fit together!
This book has referred to "The Source" (noun) being the originator
of a conjugate-polarity of Masculine and Feminine Intelligences (verbs)
which together build abstract motion, which builds all manifested matter
in the whole Universe. The word "God" is not used because many
religionist people have such a demeaning concept of the word "God".
Christians, with the exception of the Unitarians, "believe" their god
incarnated in a man they call Christ. …Belief in "God" in such a limited
sense is completely incompatible with the concept of "The Source" of the
whole Universe described herein. Such belittling beliefs about "God" have
no correlation to the New Physics.
Some other religions regard the gods as plural, while some people
envision god as: an old man with a white beard sat upon a cloud! – all are
totally incompatible, irrespective of how sincere those ideas are held.
Such belittling of 'The God' repulses the truth seeker, and can also push
people away from the spiritual altogether.

Only the concept of "God" compatible with "The Source" is valid

If it is not fair, then it is not from God!
It is not the Beliefs, but the Behaviour!
Those Religionists who think just because they are "believers", their sins
are therefore forgiven – what rubbish! This would mean Heaven is full of
tricksters rather than the righteous! There is no compatibility whatsoever
between such religious notions and 'The Source'.
Some people use the label 'Esoteric Religion' to distance their Spiritual
path of deeper Wisdom from that of contemporary orthodox religion.
There are two flavours of "Esoteric Religion" – the Hindu / Buddhist base,
and the Jewish-Qabalah / Sufi base. The early Sufis also studied the
ancient Greek wisdom like that of Hermes Trismegistus.
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Conditioning
We cannot understand any concept without prior conditioning – like as a
baby we could not understand the word "hot" (in whatever language our
parents spoke) until we have touched something a little too hot and
registered the experience! So too with everything we think we 'know' in
life! …If I talk of 'Gender-Balance, Spirituality and Creativity'; my words
cannot be understood unless the person to whom I am speaking has also
had experience of such. Likewise with spiritualist's physical-phenomena
or fundamental problems with orthodox-science-theory. …Without
comparable personal experience, how can it be accepted?
…So it is with
the mediumship of inspired thought; whatever the source of the
communication: Spirit-Guides, Higher-Self or The Universe abstractly – we
cannot register a new concept without first experiencing appropriate prior
conditioning; preparing us to comprehend that concept! This is why the
study of Theologies and Philosophies from around the whole world is
beneficial – it prepares us. The actual "Mystical Insights" though, comes
through meditation when our Soul intention desires; often just in casual
moments like day-dreams rather than deliberate sittings; whenever all the
mental conditions are just right. But comprehension of the significance of
what is received depends upon the prior conditioning! …Note: With our
'Soul intentions', we must 'walk the talk' with our life, and 'Theologies and
Philosophies' must never be dominant to our personal conscience!

"Beyond Religion" This I define as 'Bringing oneself into harmony with
the Loving Creative Force of the Universe', or 3D Spiritual Progression as
previously defined (not 'submission' to God as the religionists say)
…'Esoteric Religion' is like this PLUS something else; like a perpendicular
direction of travel to ordinary life – going to the Undivided Unity of any
manifested polarity. An 'Undivided Unity' contains both the Masculine and
the Feminine; the conjugate-polarity to be manifested. 'Undivided Unity'
is also both the Active and the Passive together, so too: 'Power and
Compassion', 'Undivided Unity' is both Science and Spiritual together: the
view from the Outside (science) and the view from the Inside (spiritual) of
any facet of nature. This regime of thought: moving up the planes in our
comprehension is the path of 'Wisdom'; which to repeat, is travelling
'perpendicularly' to ordinary activities of life (Quadrature). When this is
done as well as "Bringing oneself into harmony with the Loving Creative
Force of the Universe"; then we have an evolving spiritual enlightenment.
…Both Wisdom and harmony are vital for balance!
•
•

Any Religion Not actively seeking greater Wisdom becomes stale
and mindless
But… Seeking-Wisdom without a core spiritual motive, ends in
causing hurt to Creation!
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Gender
Many pious religionists believe separating men and women makes for
greater purity, but I understand the exact opposite, that the Spirit of us
all contains both masculine and feminine; same as The Source. – So to
reach to 'The Source' in spiritual communion, we need to have both sides
of our Gender present. Therefore in any meeting of Spiritual Intent;
thoroughly mixing the women and the men helps each person connect
with their less dominant half, regardless of what sex their outer body is.
Sexual purity is maintained due to the "spiritual intent" of the meeting.
…But the converse gender apartheid of orthodox religion results in
unbalanced leadership of the community; excessive macho or excessive
feminine; so how can such imbalance be pure? …Creation is Balance!
"Religions" believe in their "teaching" of dogma, whereas the Free Thinker
knows the superior value of personal experience. Nobody can progress
spiritually by other people's teachings alone, however good they may be!
We must experience and reflect upon stuff in life ourselves. Revealed
religion was never meant to be like that, it was only a transient stage to
bring barbaric society into a law abiding civil society where spiritual free
thinking could flourish, and hence spiritual progression develop. The Sufis
of old knew such! Note also; the Arabic word 'Deen' does not translate
accurately as 'Religion' as this degrades it. 'Deen' is better translated as
'Natural Law' – encompassing; Science Natural Law, Social Natural Law
and Spiritual Natural Law.

Opposites and Planes

When two polar opposites come together, the
plane of thinking or action can either go up a
level, or down a level. It cannot stay on the
same plane anymore!
This either results in Progress, or conversely,
in Degradation. The difference being
determined by additional factors such as
"intention" or "catalyst".
This rule of nature applies to our philosophy,
our sex, our emotions and our thinking
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Alternate Spiritual Levels of Organisation
Spiritual Progression is by rising through alternate types of plane…
Never can a person progress two planes in one jump!
…Like sailing into wind, we have to 'tack' as we ascend! (Zig-Zag course)

Flight of Stairs Analogy; which is nearly a spiral and also has similarities
to a musical 'Octave' relationship! …Normal flow is up the levels, but
reverse flow can and does happen.

"Evolved Unity" is the highest plane, where personal creations and
The Creation merge! Human language here has long since been
made superfluous, but it is the Model upon which all Revealed
Religion is based! Those amongst the ancient Greeks who
understood called this relationship: "Logos", while in Arabic it is
called: "Ismeh", as in "Bismillah". But translations into one word of
analytical Western languages like English are most misleading!

Those who
themselves create
and who know the
responsibility that
must come with
such: The
creations of the
created.

Those who see the
essential Oneness of
all Creation with The
Source, where the
needs of the
collective and
individual are
balanced, and they
never cause hurt to
any part of Creation.
This is the essence
of true spiritual path
without need of any
religious dogma.
It is regardless of
whatever human
language we use to
describe it.

"Free Thinkers"
who know that
personal lifeexperience is the
only way we can
truly develop our
inner spirituality,
whereas
worshiping dogma
gives false
comfort

"Revealed Religion"
obedience is down here,
which always came to
replace something worse.

At the base, there was barbaric society that lived by the so
called "law of the jungle". …When "gang culture" mentality
within this, was augmented by psychic phenomena, it
resulted in primitive religion! (Spiritual by Community)
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Beware the faulty gauge!
Consider a gauge, like a pressure gauge or
temperature gauge, or any sort of gauge;
but what if the gauge was faulty, and it did
not display the true quantity! …This then
would be worse than no gauge at all,
because without a gauge we would be
looking for other indicators of the quantity
being measured.
The issue then is trusting a 'measure'
without ever checking it!
Look now at people of religion; they
'measure' themselves in how devoutly they perform their religion, yet in
their beliefs and practices – are they actually growing spiritually and
becoming better people? …Is it a better, more just, more creative society
that they make? …Does this society improve generation upon generation?
But surly; anything that genuinely came from The Source, and was
correctly interpreted and understood, would be a positive help to growing
spiritually and becoming a better society of people!
Similarly, consider the New Age movement and those on Esoteric or
Mystical paths: are their beliefs likewise going unchecked? …Are they
actually getting to where they think their going?
Like the faulty gauge scenario; if their 'measure' says they're doing
well, but actually they're not, then there is a big problem yet they don't
realise!
So how can we check and cross-check when seemingly there is nothing
else we trust to compare against? But surely, if our understanding and
path is correct, every aspect of this Universe should cross-check with
everything else!
If we can clear out all the fictitious parts from our beliefs, however
difficult; then from the "Reality" that remains – if correct, we may be able
to also recognise a conjugate which is equally valid! From these pairs of
conjugate-polarities; in their essential common design, an Undivided Unity
may be perceivable, but only if all is correct! There maybe several layers
of opposites that can be put together. This is quite a different sort of
thinking, it is 'perpendicular' to everyday thinking.
The object of all this is dual;
1. to understand greater spiritual wisdom.
2. to check the reliability of the concluded factors; as it will only work
if all is correct.
Seeking wisdom with such complete cross-checking, must eventually lead
to a top level schema that is truly correct!
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The Gender of Power
We can often suppose human 'Power' to be of its masculine form; e.g.
military might, economic conquest or forcing control over others – which
is essentially a pushing masculine action, but equally strong is the
feminine form of Power which is essentially a pulling-turning action. …Just
as much, and often more can be accomplished by attracting and drawing
other people into action, rather than trying to force them to obey our will.
These two gender opposites of power are not necessarily related to
physical men and physical women, but are the way a person operates at a
particular moment – we can all work either way around though usually we
each have a preferred default way of working. …Men who can attract and
draw others to a Faith are working in the feminine-power mode! …Women
when they tell their children to do something are then working in the
masculine-power mode! We all can work either way around.
Notice though; like all pairs of polarised opposites, the Undivided Unity of
Power contains both masculine-push and feminine-turning-pull; they do
not cancel each other out, rather they are conjugate-polarities of the
whole essence – the strength of will. THE-SPIRIT is always both.

Balance and Spirituality
The measure of our spirituality is not the best in us, rather it is the worst
in us! …Spirituality, or how much we have unfolded to our divine pattern,
must surely be Balance – same as The Source, and in every possible way.
Like with the diagram of the Qabalah, whatever our
strong points, focus on the opposite: If we are for
example an Action person, then keep that but focus on
the compassion stuff to bring up the balance, and if we
are a Compassionate sort of person, then maybe we
need to focus on the action stuff! Always keep the
previously developed aspects, but focus on the opposite
for our new development. Some people are very
developed in a psychic way, but still intellectually naive,
or the converse may be true. The balance depicted on
the Qabalah diagram (tree of life) shows balanced
development as a whole and in every direction; horizontally and vertically
– this is what true spiritual development is.
So it therefore figures; we
may decide to choose a particular incarnation for the specific purpose of
developing certain aspects of our Spirit – as what we struggle with in life
gives opportunity for personal development – specific development – like
developing specific muscles in a gym.
"A chain is only as strong as its weakest link" …so strengthen that!
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Destiny of us All
The ancient world had Prophets and Seers, but now, and more so in the
future, each and every individual must connect with "The Source" for
themselves. The Universal Consciousness, The Great Spirit - the Great
Peace is where we are all headed.
This is NOT said as a "prophesy", but rather as an invitation just
relayed by a fellow traveller on the road.

Those who are free thinkers...
We have a responsibility to the others, as we are all in this together!
We "see", not by the optics of the eye, but by the consciousness of
the mind. Before this can happen, appropriate conditioning is necessary;
those who do not yet have such conditioning are not yet ready to
understand this subject matter, regardless of what their eyes sees!
…So the real problem, is getting a suitable "Conditioning" into the
consciousness!
An Undivided Unity is the Origin of everything; but it is not a
manifestation! …that takes Polarity!
The Whole Reality is Both – Undivided Origin and polarised Manifestations
together encompassed.
But again, it is not just about Undivided Origin and Manifested Polarities
being the Universe of two principled dimensions – there is also a Spiritual
Motive for Progression to it all – SO THREE DIMENSIONS!
Now 'Motion' also has Three Dimensions – three of Space and three of
Time; entwined!
Spiral scalar Motion is the basic manifested reality of This Thought Based
Universe; and this conveniently takes us back into our New Sciences!
All is connected - All is ONE
…If it wasn't for the twisted beliefs of many religionists, we would Not
need to use the label "esoteric", because what I have described is just
true spiritual harmony with The Source.

"There is no right or wrong... only the reason why!"
– Anon
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A Note on Reincarnation and Soul Groups
This is Spiritual Insight confirmed by evidenced
Reincarnation of the same spirit into many earthly bodies, and the 'spirits'
belonging to groups which work together; are also two sides of a
conjugate-polarity! It takes each spirit-soul many, many different
incarnations over eons to evolve.
To consider Reincarnation without the associated Soul-Groups gives
a very misleading picture, as what one individual learns, their group also
learns. Some of our respective Soul-Groups are from our ancestors and
the others are more loosely connected to us. It is significant to notice
that there is no actual boundary between our own group and the others,
though there is a variation in intensity between those who are close to us
and those in the background.
Our Spirit-Guides or 'mentors on the plane of the spirit' are mostly
from our own Soul-Group, and significant people in our current life are
also often incarnated from the same group! We do meet the same spiritsouls over and over again, though maybe in different roles. A Spirit will
experience some incarnations as a male, and some as a female to achieve
balanced experience. Also, some incarnations will be as a strong person
and others will be as a needy person, again for the balanced development
of the Spirit.
By Spirit-Souls interacting together; each with their strengths and
weaknesses – when the strengths come together they both do achieve
something positive, but when their weaknesses reinforce each other,
destructive things will manifest. However, that which is false and
destructive will eventually destroy itself, we just need to quarantine
ourselves from it. When some evil phenomenon manifests in society, look
to what came together to generate it!
Between physical incarnations, the spirit is both conscious of its
previous life, and also the effect it had upon every other spirit it had
dealings with; either good or bad. This is where a terrible regret comes to
the spirit of those who caused harm to others!
Spirits and their Groups do have a variable intensity of togetherness, but
as there are no actual boundaries between one spirit and another, one
group and another, all mutually affecting each other; the whole lot is thus
all connected – Spirit is all 'One', though containing much diversity.

As with all claims in this book; I invite you to check out the available
empirical evidence yourself. (e.g. the research of Dr. Michael Newton)
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Polarity in Politics
Societies tend to reject the very thing that would help them most…
because the things that they cannot face end up being their missing
factors unbalancing them, hence the cause of their current problems.
The reason people kill, is fear of being killed or overrun themselves.
Linear sort of logic is to prepare and defend against would be aggressors,
Orbital sort of logic is to reduce the threats posed to all sides.
Masculine logic and Feminine logic …together Generates.
The purpose of this short chapter is to illustrate the principles described
herein through an application; but not to express any political opinion, as
the aim is to objectively discuss and go above polarities of thought.

Naomi Klein is absolutely correct in saying "This Changes Everything:
Capitalism vs. the Climate", but it is very wrong to assume therefore that
socialism has the complete answer! …it comes down to The Unity that
encompasses any Conjugate-Polarity of Thinking.

Some people look to free market entrepreneurial capitalism as the freest
way to live, pointing to all the technical innovations of the modern world
that have emerged from such a system, other people take the completely
opposite position and look to all the evils and oppression caused by
'greedy capitalism' and therefore advocate an alternative fairer socialist
system. The free market entrepreneurs say that socialism will stifle them
with legislation and taxes, driving investors away, the socialists say how
can a grotesque difference in wealth between rich and poor be fair?
So there is both a positive aspect and a negative aspect to both
sides of the argument, four factors. Having a lot of wealth or a little
wealth is on a linear spectrum, but creating wealth and distributing wealth
are a conjugate-polarity!
An individual can only be at one point on a linear spectrum, but with
a conjugate-polarity it is theoretically possible to maximise both poles!
Entrepreneurialism and Socialism are still both focussed on wealth – the
creation of it and the distribution of it. Yet there are other people who
focus away from material wealth… Green issues or Spiritual ethics; which
in themselves are another conjugate-polarity!
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Positive Socialism

Positive Capitalism

People are protected

Money is our servant

Negative Socialism

Negative Capitalism

People are stifled

Money is the goal

Note: True and False are NOT a polarity, as false is not real;
so too corruption and fraud are also forms of "false".
The polarity between Green issues and Spiritual ethics is also a conjugatepolarity, each with their upsides and downsides, which again without any
intention to cause offence are very briefly summarised as…

Positive Green

Positive Spiritual

Environment is protected

Higher Ethics

Negative Green

Negative Spiritual

Unrealistic Economics

Aloof from society

Putting together without their respective positive and negative, a third
polarity can be noticed. The subjective description of this is regarding the
individual and the multitude, but objectively it would be chaos and order!
Conjugate-Polarities
Both poles can
theoretically be
maximised
simultaneously

Focus on the Multitude
of Individuals
Non-Physical
Ethics and
Spirituality
Equality for all
Socialism

Free-market
Capitalism
Green
Physical
Environment

The Unity that
encompasses all
conjugate-polarities

Focus on the Individual
within the Multitude
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Our task therefore, is to achieve in practise the theoretical best of all
political conjugate-polarities, simultaneously. …This would appear to be
impossible for those who view "polarity" as simple binary opposites, like
the bar magnet type of polarity, but as with length and width type of
conjugate-polarity, it is entirely feasible to increase the area generated.
This does not mean everyone will be the same on linear spectrums, far
from it as people are very different, but the full nature of Polarities is that
they are dynamic; each eventually becoming the other. …That which is
within the Universe cannot be different to the nature of the Universe!

*

*

*

*

*

An example: If we are to design and develop new green technologies that
are 'better' than what is currently available, then this creativity must first
start in the minds of individuals who are ahead of the crowd in their
thinking. These individuals may be employed or they may be private, but
innovators they must be who stand beyond the current consensus. The
society that welcomes and most importantly, supports such individuals is
Free Market Entrepreneurism! …An innovator cannot blossom in their
work while waiting for the majority to catch up to give consensus
approval, people are different, some are ahead and some are not. But
this practical reality does not detract from the social need of fairness
within society, our global society. Therefore, we simultaneously need a
"fairer society" and "better" green technologies, for wind turbines and
bicycles are not the complete answer!

This image was first used depicting a field of varying density in physics,
but the same image can be used to depict intensity of activity, where
some people are "ahead of the crowd" in the centre of action, but it is a
continuum with no barriers between those "ahead" and "the crowd".
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Egalitarian Society
People are different, that is how we are designed, diversification has
purpose, "being gifted or disabled are context related terms". When
gifted children, who have their own type of special needs, are held back
because they can easily do what the average child is expected to do, and
are therefore not encouraged to shine any further in their own special
way; the society as a whole loses out to other nations who treat their
gifted children better! Gifts can be in many ways; sometimes outside of a
culture's existing norms and disapproved of, or worse, but nature is
maybe giving that society the very thing it needs most! …It is not enough
for an egalitarian society to only help those below average!

Deceptions in Democracy
Our liberal Democracies are based upon taking the Average or Consensus
view, not the most inspired view. …Many great thinkers have described
'democracy' as the "least worst system", rather than the best, but when
deceptions are used by those controlling us and their media, it becomes a
sham democracy! It is only necessary for a comfortable voting majority
to believe what they are told, then the "leaders" can have their way! To a
certain extent therefore, dissenters don't matter and can be dismissed as
fringe conspiracy theorists.
The pride of western democracy is: "Liberté, égalité, fraternité" – 'Liberty,
Equality and Fraternity' are all single poles – their counterpart is missing!
• Liberty without Responsibility is a problem!
• Equality without Diversity is also a problem, as people are different!
• Fraternity without Inclusion is a problem, as barriers are created!
None of these pairs are linear opposites; they are conjugate-polarities like
Length and Width together making Area, just the same as all the other
examples of conjugate-polarities in Gender, Physics and Religion.
People are attracted to one Pole of a Polarity because it appears to bring
simple certainty, though when they get there they find all the problems
they now have to live with!
People build walls and hoard material wealth, not because they are "bad",
but because they have fear, so it is their "fear", both conscious and
subconscious that we need to deal with – by the orbital empathic feminine
gender way of thinking.
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“Say that the word of my one law is:
BALANCE
“And if man needs two words to aid him in his knowing of the
workings of that law, those two words are:
BALANCED INTERCHANGE
“If man still needs more words to aid his knowing of my one
law, give him another one, and let those three words be:
RHYTHMIC BALANCED INTERCHANGE”

From The Divine Iliad, by Walter Russell

Money and Real Wealth
'Money' is an invention for the storing and trading of perceived value on
the physical plane, it is formal promissory note between banks. Originally
money had some intrinsic value being made out of gold or silver which
was used in trade, but as it was heavy and liable to theft, the gold and
silver were deposited for safe keeping in the vaults of gold-smiths who
were the first bankers. Transactions then could be made by paper cheques
telling the gold-smith bank to move so much deposit from one account to
another, paper money being the pre-printed form of such cheques.
However, the gold-smith bankers also lent deposits at interest, and they
found that they could lend out much more than they actually had
deposited because most of their customers left their gold and silver in the
vault where it was safe. This is the origin of bank lending leverage today,
where the account deposits are no longer based upon gold or silver, rather
just the trust society has for its 'value'.
This 'money' is not wealth though! Money can be printed by
governments or the digital equivalent by a central bank. This is not an
increase in total wealth, but rather causes inflation if money is printed
faster than the economy grows. Goods and services are related to their
value in goods and services, not money. Giving money to a poor person
does not make them wealthy.
Wealth can be at every Plane of consciousness, not just the physical
– Instincts – Emotions – Concrete Mental – Abstract Mental – Spiritual –
Real wealth is amassed human activity on each Plane in question.
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Wealth cannot be maximised on more than one consciousness plane
concurrently. …Think of how many sad and lonely rich people there are, or
how many wise sages who have been materially poor. When wealth
becomes maximized in physical terms, continued progress is to focus on
higher planes. Such is the principle behind philanthropic giving and the
transitory nature of intensity of activity. It is all a dynamic interplay, like
waves crossing, one becomes the other.

The Weak have a claim on the Strong...
but the Active have a claim on the Inactive!

Life-Cycle Interchange
"Change is the only sign of life", but this is the principle of dynamic
Creation, not its effect! It was described in the new Physics that there is
an oscillation between entropy and negative-entropy in the respective
Material and Cosmic sectors. Essentially, the root interchange oscillates
between Orbital motion and Linear motion, which manifests as continual
change through life. …Change in 'Reality Density' is the origin of Time!
…In economics there is an old proverb:

"From rags to rags in three generations"
This means a person who is so poor they have to wear rags for clothes,
but as such, is very strongly motivated to improve themselves. Such a
person can start a micro-business, just part-time self-employed, but by
constant effort, dedication and above all motivation, built up their business
into a substantial company, until, by the end of their life they have
become very rich. Such stories do happen! Their children inherit the
business, they know about hard work and to manage the business but
have never been poor themselves, so they don't have the same motivation
as their parents. When they die, and the grandchildren inherit the
business, the old story is meaning that these grandchildren who have
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grown up in wealth and luxury will squander the wealth, make bad
business decisions until they eventually lose the business, become
bankrupt, and are forced to wear rags! …this is just an old proverb, but it
does have a strong moral, that only our motivation determines our future;
nothing else! The proverb is meant in the context of a family business,
but can also apply in principle to the build-up and collapse of civilisations
or empires! Once something is built-up, the motivating drivers for it
change, so what is built in the future will be different to the present.
A further life-cycle interchange is that of evolutionary or
revolutionary ideas. An idea can only manifest into practise in a location
where the conditions are ready for it, which may be different to where the
idea was first conceived. An idea may grow, mature then begin to decline
in popularity for reasons other than its first appeal. Sometime later, the
idea perhaps now modified by other inputs, may again grow in a new
location. Such has been the global history of political revolutions and
religious renascence.
Over time, one polarity becomes the other, as in all waves. …Lifecycle interchanges are a case of being collected together in space followed
by being collected together in time, with short periods of consolidated
Unity between. This is also connected to the phenomena of synchronicity
and history repeating itself! The different phases of the Life-cycle have
necessarily different factors dominant. Wealth is not just monetary, but
can be of many desires. But to maximise all conjugate-polarities in politics
together, we need to go above all the issues concerned; Beyond Politics…

What is the Base?
As shown above, money is not the root of wealth, and as shown in
previous chapters, physical matter is not the root of the Universe; rather
they are both specific derivatives extending from the root. If we build
our theories and political models on manifestations that are not the base,
then those theories and models will sooner or later let us down! We need
to look to the substance not the shadow.
The principle of a 'Universe of diverse conjugate-polarities' is for a
purpose and itself is not the root or base, but is an aspect of the grand
Design. Diversity is for a reason! Diversity engaged with itself is the
strength of a society, as exploring the parts is needed before the whole
can be collated. As being gifted or disabled are context related terms,
initially only a few individuals can be ahead of the crowd in specific
vocations. Specialisations are only part of what vocation may be; because
as in the conjugate-polarity of analysis and synthesis; some folk will push
the boundaries in their specialism, but other folk will bring it all together!
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Direction
It is not just the issues themselves, but also the direction of flow! …Flow
always has two directions: Looking forwards / Looking backwards;
Looking to Build new / Looking to Conserve the old; Analysis / Synthesis.

"When an egg is cracked from the inside,
...it is the beginning of a life
But when an egg is cracked from the outside,
...it is the end of a life!"
Anon
A person can be of strongly held and valid beliefs; political or religious,
but quite oblivious to the direction of their focus! Their beliefs may belong
to historical events rather than building the future …The effects of
direction of thought, can often be the same as that for cracking the egg!
Traditions are a two edged sword!

Freedom
At its most fundamental, there is only One Boundary in this manifested
Universe! …We partially recognise it as the speed of Light, but it is also
between Orbital-Empathy and Linear-Logic. (the Yin / Yang interface)
All other issues and choices, if they are with the Design Intent of the
development of the Universe, they can go forward. But otherwise in the
long term, mis-choices and falsities will eventually bring their own
destruction, and as such have no sustainable future! The choice of 'desire'
is our own – either that which brings suffering, or that which brings action
for the better. So if we are with the Design-Intent of the development of
the Universe, then we can be absolutely free, otherwise all else is basically
a doomed experiment!
There is being Free, and knowing how Free!
People limit themselves; they trap themselves by all kinds of excuses why
they cannot do what they desire or why they are being oppressed.
Even if we are all alone on a desert island, or alone in the darkest
prison, or in the worst war, or in the most demanding family, or live in a
tribe in the remotest region, our spirit's desire has no boundary or barrier;
for it is "desire" that is the source of action!
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Conjugate-Polarities and Conflict Resolution
Whatever we were first taught when we were little children is now deep
inside us.
This applies equally to "us" and to "them"!

…which together can make an artificial man-made barrier!
Unconscious attitudes and prejudices have a cause! We may easily give
more weight to such first learned ideas than we do to other concepts
learnt more thoughtfully later in life! People can passionately believe in
stuff that is only partially true, because they have never questioned it.
Two polar opposites in any political conflict will never find peace together
until they both realise the essential Unity that contains them both. Those
who comprehend the 'Unity' will only reject those parts which are false,
not valid opposite polarities that make up the 'Unity'.

The entrance to the 'Centre for World Peace' on the Isle of Arran states:

"Only By Finding True Inner Peace
Can We Create Conditions for World Peace"
Lama Yeshe Losal Rinpoche
…Most certainly Peacemakers need inner peace, which is a stillness and
harmony within our soul, old resentments and frustrations let go of; but
for Peace to happen, Justice is also required, and that takes Action!
So there is a simultaneous Passive and Active to peace making; which is
another conjugate-polarity. Both aspects need to maximise.
For Justice to happen, consciousness level must rise, but a central
pre-requisite to this is Gender Balance. We always need to be aware of
the original driver.
…"Justice" is explored further in the next chapter.

Many people and their Institutions only see the positives of their own
position, contrasted against the negative aspects of their foe! …Us and
Them; which is due to ignorance, but ignorance of both sides; not just
ignorance of the adversaries qualities, but ignorance of their own faults
and errors in belief. The 'Unity' though contains all aspects, including the
"faults", which objectively are the potential liabilities to certain actions –
the potential consequences to be guarded against.
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…Consider what Our negative together with Their negative would build!
Where does an action begin? In any sequence of events, there is a
difference between the original motivation, and the chain of events that
will inevitably follow from each other! We live in a world with gross
deception, including state sponsored deception. …Mass media has much
power – what is presented and what is omitted, including the subliminal;
so be aware who edits and controls this mass media!
Most conflicts therefore, do not start with military or paramilitary assaults;
rather first actions are usually information deceptions that sway enough of
a population to give a semblance of democratic mandate to an action. Not
'informed consent', but 'un-informed consent' – the democracy principle
misused. …Religious allegiance, ethnic identity, or social mind-set is often
used as a 'way-in' to place deceptions on people. This is irrespective of
the sincerity or intelligence of the target people. For if somebody is going
to fool us, our guard is down most with those whom we identify with as
being the same as us! This is how all confidence tricksters work.
When the best peacemakers are removed, those rare people who
can truly be intermediary between cultures in any peace initiative; then
there is an agenda! …but those who plot against peace fail to realise that
there is an even bigger Spiritual Reality that is both aware and acting!
The greatest evil is always done in the name of something else!
…So question that which you would not normally question, if it proves
true, nothing is lost, but if anomalies are found… then it is up to you
what you do about it!

"It is not power that corrupts but fear. Fear of losing
power corrupts those who wield it, and fear of the scourge
of power corrupts those who are subject to it."
Aung San Suu Kyi
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The Paradigm Shift
If the English speaking peoples of this world think they can fix things
alone, they cannot!
…For "the whole world is one big village!"
…We
have to learn from the best parts of all peoples, then put together to
Generate and Create a higher thinking above all the conjugate factors –
not as a fudge compromise.
We have arrived at a circumstance where the existing answers have failed
and holistic action is the only way forward. The interconnectedness
presented on page 79 shows why.
When a seeming barrier is reached and human endeavour cannot
move further forward without destroying itself, then as all is connected,
holistic action is the only way to go. There is only one true Barrier in this
Universe – abstractly between: 'Linear Space with Orbital Movement', and
'Orbital Space with Linear Movement'.
In more familiar terms, this
manifests in two gendered ways: The physical Speed of Light, and the
barrier between Psychology and Parapsychology. …All other seeming
'barriers' are unwittingly self-imposed! Genders Generating is the Key.

Beyond Physics, Beyond Religion, Beyond Politics!

Forward not Backward
As over-ripe fruit cannot be brought back to ripe, we have to let over-ripe
fruit go to compost, but take the central seed (The Kernel) and let this to
grow again, flower, and when the time is ready, produce fresh fruit again.
All fruit follows a cycle: from unripe, to ripe, to over-ripe. There comes a
decision time when yesterday it was still edible, but today it is not, though
that precise time depends upon the viewpoint of the decision maker – a
grocery shopkeeper sees it differently to a consumer, who again sees it
differently to a very hungry person. Whatever the viewpoint, there does
come a step decision time between edible and non-edible. There is maybe
an intermediate position where a rotten spot is cut off to salvage the
remainder of the old fruit; this is like the action of a Reformer!
However, in the life of the fruit there is no step change; each phase of its
growth and decay merges from one to the next, like a smooth curve. It is
natural that a time comes when the old fruit which was once good, if not
consumed, is now discarded, and focus goes to the seed to re-grow. It is
the same essence, the same spirit, the same genetics, but new growth.
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"Forwards not Backwards" also refers to religion, it is a better world we
need to make, not look to surface traditions of a bygone age! The
Prophets of old were for their day, their wisdom continues timelessly, but
not their costumes. It is what we are inside that matters, not the surface.
With over-ripe fruit, subjectively we have a step change event of deciding
the point when it is no longer edible, but objectively it is just the
inevitable life cycle happening; from seed – through life – to seed.

So too the Paradigm Shift.
There comes a subjective point for all of us when the old rotten distortions
are too much, and it has now got to be rejected. We have the seed and
the experience; that is where we begin afresh. 'Reform' is not an option,
as this will not bring back to edible that which has started to rot!

Food for the stomach – Food for the Mind.

Þing 8

or Assembly Council

The old Vikings were actually very advanced, not just with ship building
but in their social systems. They had Assembly Councils which were both
the prototype Parliaments for Government and Jury Courts for Justice,
which were not adversarial like the modern form, but rather consensual.
Other cultures in the world have evolved comparable, like the First Nation
tribes in America – which after nearly 100 years of suppression by the
white man’s Federal government are now re-establishing their culture: the
Navajo Peacemaker courts for example www.navajocourts.org and
Apache Tribal Council meetings which fully engage the whole tribe.
The ancient Jewish Rabbis practised a Restorative form of Justice,
where they had very severe law available, but also the opposite pole of
the utmost need for compassion and proof of a crime.
These Ancients, where they respected both the feminine intelligence and
the masculine intelligence together, are powerful examples for us now!
It is having both the Direct Linear, together with Holistic Empathy.
But where societies respect for one side of this polarity becomes
unbalanced, it ends in oppression of one gender of intelligence, which
inevitably results in self-destruction. ...Yet Both genders of intelligence
come from the same Source!
8

Old Norse, pronounced “Thing”
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Justice and Freedom
The Weak have a claim on the Strong...
but the Active have a claim on the Inactive!

Justice is usually thought of as the flip side to freedom in relation to the
Law with people getting their "Just" deserts. But what about Justice when
the "Law" itself is unfair or inadequate for the current circumstances? In
the history of this planet right up to the present day, so much atrocity has
been done by those claiming to uphold the social order, or uphold racial
purity, or uphold the "will of god".
For Peace to happen, Justice is required! …Proper Justice!
Unless the root causes of hostility are addressed, there will always be the
motive for new hostilities. So self-evidently, there can be no Peace without
Justice!

…But what is Justice?
Just
Justice
Justify

[adjective]
[noun]
[verb]

These are three connected words with a lot of baggage! …For a start,
they begin with the letter "J" which is a letter only about 500 years old –
being a modified way of writing the letter "I". Before this there were no
words beginning with or containing the letter "J", nor was there any words
containing its' pronunciation (dʒ)! …Thus emphasizing that words and
letters in a language change their use and meaning over time,
connotations and connected concepts become introduced; and not just
spellings. We therefore have to be very careful as to what concepts our
words and beliefs actually express.
Where does the "J" come from? …as in Jehovah and Jesus
…It is neither the Hebrew nor the Greek!!!!
…So question the teachings to find the real truth.

The aim of this book is "Sustainable World Peace as we evolve", so it is the
very fundamentals of "Justice" for all Creation that we need to consider.
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When peoples of the earth are motivated to take up a struggle; be it
against slavery, oppression, or their natural resources stolen, the existing
system of laws will likely be part of the problem, so true "Justice" has to
refer to something deeper than the contemporary legal system!

Morals and Legal – Not necessarily the same!
Morals and Political – Not necessarily the same!
Morals and Economic – Not necessarily the same!

There are two sides to Fairness and Justice: for Self and for Society.
…Though what do we include as "Society"?
Historically slaves were excluded from Justice, and only recently have
animals had any rights in the Law, yet cruelty still abounds as science and
some religion dismiss the animal's Spirit: how naive they are! In many
countries of the world Women have fewer rights than men, and at the time
of writing the unborn child has no rights – same as a slave, considered a
non-person. Again, dismissing the Spirit. What about the rights of
indigenous people who regard their land as living-sacred that cannot be
"owned", but others came and by force seized the land making it into their
so called private property. How can such historical events be put right? Or
the descendants of forced migrations such as the slave trade: how can
such abuses now receive Justice in a way that would also be Just for the
descendants of the perpetrators.
What is the considered extent of our society? Immediate local? Regional?
National? World-wide? Only human? Human but with conditions like
gender, age, wealth? What about historical Justice for sins or exploitation
committed by previous generations which have deep consequences today?
What about including Animal life? Plant life? what about Justice for the
Earth itself – such as regarding pollution or excessive mining? …Many
people know the Earth as a living organism (Gaia) upon which we are just
unruly tenants! What about Justice for any Extra Terrestrial visitors? Do
we withhold behaving honourably because they are not covered in our
written Law? …But in contrast to such dilemma; in 'Common Law' there
are only two principles:
1. Cause no harm
2. Do what you say you will do.
So this shows the fundamental problem in associating Justice with written
Laws! Real Justice is a moral issue.
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Notice also; that there is no actual boundary between 'peoples', even
those who are remotely connected to us, but there is a difference in
degree of responsibility – like a gradient between self and the remote. We
are obviously immediately responsible for fair dealings between ourselves
and family, friends, colleagues or the people we buy and sell to, but also,
we are not totally disconnected from responsibility in crimes that happen
or happened in other countries far away! …Collectively, what we have
done in life affects other people; precedents are set, opportunities and
hindrances caused. If our ancestors grew wealthy by taking the freedom or
resources of others, then in true Justice there is still an outstanding issue
of responsibility, moral responsibility to redress the balance. But it would
be naively over simplistic to think that just giving some foreign aid will put
all to right, rather it is the conceptualization that all is connected in a
variable density, and the consequences that follow from this!

We have used this Image before in relation to both a field of varying
density in Physics, and depicting people ahead of the crowd in Politics, but
it can also depict a Variable Density Continuum of the Unity. Action needs
centres (clusters).
…Intensity Gradient to a cluster, and the swirling
centre of a whirlpool vortex, are one and the same!

Notice there are no boundaries, but there is difference
Equality without Difference is Unbalance
Unbalance Destroys!

Experiencing diversity in many forms, then bringing it all together again is
an essential part of our human spiritual unfoldment. …As the cover picture
depicts a swirling expansion into many contrasts, to again re-unite.
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Does Justice equate with offender punishment? or is there a better way to
deal with situations where someone has done harm to others! Amongst
the native Inuit peoples of northern Canada, they traditionally have a
different approach to punishment for the dealing with offending behaviours
within society.

"Focus of Customary Law
The primary difference between Canadian law and Inuit
customary law is a matter of focus. Historically, Canadian law
has sought to punish the offender and focuses primarily on the
offence committed rather than the particular details associated
with the offender or the victim. The priority within Inuit
customary law was not to necessarily punish the offender or
provide ‘justice’ per se but rather to ensure that the community
returned to a state of harmony, peace and equilibrium. The
history of the offender, details surrounding the particular
incident, and the amount of harm inflicted upon the victim, all
played important roles in the determination of an appropriate
penalty. Individuals who were considered to be of particular
importance to the well being of the community, such as a primary
hunter, may have been treated with greater leniency. This was
due to the belief that the imposition of a more serious penalty
would not be in the best interest of the community. Above all, it
was felt that any penalty imposed must not worsen an already
difficult situation."
from "The Inuit Way" by Pauktuutit Inuit Women of Canada

If the focus is on bringing harmony to society by restitution, rather than
revenge or deterrent, then a much better outcome can result. So too the
cases where historical exploitation has occurred, as those who did the
exploiting were just good at the business of their societies' cultural
attitudes. The problem is in the mindset of a population.
…Is the role
of prison to send offenders down, or reform to lift them up?
So "Justice" in relation to removing the causes of conflict also implies
removing injustice caused by State or contemporary power — when the
Laws and Culture themselves are at fault!
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Sickness in the Individual or the Society?
When crimes or hostile acts are committed, it is not enough to just blame
the individual perpetrator; we also need to look to its conjugate – the
sickness in the society that provoked it, as both are polarities of the same!

There is a train of thought; a linear type of Logic:
Justice  Legal  Deterrent  Military Force
When the Law is used as a deterrent punishment against the people, it is
cruel and causes deep resentment, and when a government has a foreign
policy like this, can we blame others from seeing it as a hostile agenda?
…or is it just blind ignorance of the consequences by the policy makers??
The other way of thinking is that as everything is connected – other
people may take as threatening the way we behave, so by that empathic
(orbital) sort of Logic, we first need to look to our own behaviour to reduce
the threat it imposes upon others. …But this can lead to capitulation and
allowing abuses to continue by those who just ignore our pleas. There can
be no Peace without Justice, and that usually takes Action.
So balance between the two Logic types is best; but not a
compromise fudge sort of balance, rather a Creation from both parents to
a new higher form of Logic, which in practise maybe of either gender type,
though always of the two parents – not one type of Logic alone, but both –
Linear Logic and Orbital-Empathic type of Logic …masculine and feminine
intelligences mated together.

"Leaving things out is as much a distortion as putting things in!"
True Justice is not as commonly supposed concerning legal punishment or
revenge, but rather it is about the whole truth coming out! …By the
whole Truth coming to the surface; deceptions collapse and the reasons
why deceptions where felt necessary in the first place also collapse!
…The "Truth" may at first seem to be conflicting, but it is different
viewpoints of the whole coming to the surface, thus enabling
comprehension from all sides of an the issue; from this, the realization of
dynamic Polarity begins – resulting in balance over time, the way to true
sustainable Harmony. The "Whole" needs both types of Logic to see.

We 'see', not by the optics of the eye, but by the consciousness of the
mind – both conjugate sides of the mind together!
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Impermanence
Like the: 'From rags to rags in three generations' proverb, nothing stays
the same. This is the origin of 'Time', not the other way around.
For any civilization in decline, the brightest thinking people will find a way
to leave desiring more positive prospects elsewhere. Each time this
happens, the average mindset of that civilization reduces, hence the
legislation makers get progressively more draconian, which in turn
accelerates the departure of the remaining thinkers. A veritable viscous
circle. Some societies will not survive, they will destroy themselves.
When migrants move away: either from poverty or rampant materialism –
from mental oppression or physical persecution, to go to live in safer
countries; what they really seek is Gender balance, though often migrants
will take their old Gender imbalance attitudes with them, which was the
root cause of the problems in their old country!

State sponsored deceptions, vast differences in wealth within society and
the devaluing of personal kindness qualities in favour of materialistic
targets, are all symptoms of a 'Power' that has started to decline. The
apex of their wave has passed, the fruit is rapidly becoming inedible, and
by devious methods they are attempting to cling onto its former control.
People in "Power" may have influence, but they do not "Control" us!
As we now look back at the folk of 100 years past with incredulity for their
sexism and racism, so too in 100 years from now, the inhabitants of the
earth (if any) will then look back at us with incredulity how we polarised
our thinking so much, were seemingly oblivious to state deceptions, and
our systemic cruelty to animals!
Mistakes in life are opportunities to learn, we must see beyond our own life
and own struggles, as deep down all spirit is One Spirit, so too are our
ancestors lives part of us now, mistakes were/are opportunities!

"There is no right or wrong, only the reason why!"
The Universe is in dynamic change, one thing becomes the other, like day
becomes night and night becomes day; all is connected. The purpose of
moving away, or seeking a concept that turns out only to be an
intermediate step, is the same principle as the way to upward movement
via opposite facing flights of steps as shown in the diagram on page 98.
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Islam Unveiled
True-Islam and most Muslims today are very different! Much is claimed
to be "islamic" but actually is the very opposite, it is pretence!
The first thing about True-Islam is Balance, including Gender Balance,
followed by Compassion, Spirituality, Integrity, and then the formation of
free civil society where the weak are protected and the strong can excel.

Any belief or ideology other than this is just not Islam!
"Islam" is wrongly translated as "submission". This comes from power
seeking deceptions of linear logic – 'submission' is what a person might
be forced to do if a gun is put to their head, not the guided loving
relationship between The Source and The Created!
…"Fear of God" is
another such false translation, an imported distortion.
The word "Islam" is of the same root as "Salaam" (Deep Peace) and
is more accurately expressed as: 'Bringing oneself into harmony with the
Loving Creative Force of the Universe'
Conversely, those who focus on the past rather than the future – focusing
on traditions and sayings of their prophet (Sunna and Hadith) have got
the focus the wrong way around. Our history and heritage is like the
rudder we can use to find our path to the future, like the rudder does on a
ship: adjusting our future path in relation to what has been before.
A ship without a rudder is useless, but so too a 'rudder' without a
vessel is pointless!
I have personally witnessed exemplary Role-Models of how Islam should
be practised: society that is balanced and driven by much higher thinking
than money or any of the polemics of politics – this is active spirituality in
practise, not just passive spirituality. My experience was in Iran between
1984 and 1988, a time when their very best came forward to defend!!!
By fixing the Gender imbalance, the true core meaning is still there to
come out, whereas religions whose foundations are built upon distorted
facts have no 'fix'!
Observe where a religion's errors are – at source or in the interpretation!
In monotheistic Faith, there are only two un-translated revealed source
texts still in existence: the Hebrew Torah and the Arabic Qur'an. With
appreciation of the Gender Key, and the collective Insights now emerged
in New Science: Do you recognise that the Unity that encompasses all
conjugate-polarities, is the core message of true Islam — awesome!
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Paradigm Shift
Current orthodox beliefs have built a whole system of mutually supporting
errors, and it is now failing us. It is their theoretical models that are in
error, not our technologies learned through experiment and experience.
As such, correction cannot be made piecemeal; we have Scientists of
vested interests who dominate our Universities, and likewise Religionists
of vested interests, who dominate over our media and politics, so just
what are we feeding our children? …Our students today are society's
leaders tomorrow, and they are being feed these "mutually supporting
errors" and deceptions because a few of our elder generation cling to their
vested interests.
…Our Young deserve better from us!
Many people research their own subjects, but very few put the fragments
together! A paradigm shift in consciousness level is therefore needed for
sustainable holistic Peace. Regardless of where the source of wisdom is:
observing nature, esoteric religion, or from higher cultures such as the
First Nation Americans or Sami, if the models are correct, they will all be
the same thing!

Continual Interchanging Polarity as described herein is how this Universe
is built: Dynamic Balance! …As that which is false will inevitably destroy
itself and has no future, so for now just quarantine it and use energy
positively to build higher from two Gender Opposites: Generate the new…
Science fiction usually presents the future as some kind of high-tech war,
…still the old war but with even more violent weapons. This image is very
false, because unless we recognise the reality of nature and live by it,
continuing polarised extremes will eventually succeed in destroying the
planet. There can be no advanced future without balance in every way.

Some actions cannot be done in small steps. Where multiple facets are
interrelated: change needs to happen simultaneously.
We have to consider the whole; many brilliant people of profound Insight
have failed to succeed because they tried to make their ideas fit with the
remainder of orthodoxy. But the fault is at root level, not on the frontiers.
When human comprehension went from a flat-earth to spherical-earth,
most of everyday life stayed the same, but our concepts changed
dramatically. So too now!
A step change, an epoch shift, an evolution, a revolution!
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Our Revolution
"Zeitgeist" is a German word meaning 'spirit of the current age'.
"Utopia" is an abstract concept of desire, a paradise sort of society.
"The Paradigm Shift" is recognising and balancing Conjugate-Polarities;
with awareness for Gross Deceptions – this is for Everyone, Everywhere.
It has moved from the abstract to the enacting: a precipitation into Reality.
Inner spirituality and Outer practical knowledge are not incongruent, on
the contrary, they are indeed a Congruent-Polarity; both can be maximised
together. The Inner and the Outer! Genders Generating is the Key.
When we come together because we recognise the same tested truth;
truth that checks out in every way, and stand loyal to that truth regardless
of consequence, and each knows the other will seek out and stand by the
truth. When this is combined with Balance in every way, including and
especially Gender Balance, the Linear and the Orbital, where manifested
conjugate-polarities are known to be the components of Unity. Where
Creativity and Spirituality are both expected signs of the developing Soul.
When harmony and diversity are conjugates.

…Then there is no way back, the Spirit-Guide takes us onwards!
A living energy can turn negative into positive! It can do this because its
Power does not come from the negative, it is not a "converter" as such,
rather the "Power" comes from The Source, and the negative was only a
stimulus. Like the signal into an amplifier, the power comes from the
power supply. A living plant turns manure into a food for growth such as
a tree; which is quite opposite to a machine burning fuel like wood, which
reduces its potential! Likewise at a higher level, a Philosopher can take
negative thinking and say the positive alternative.

To study philosophy is the academic path,
…but to be a Philosopher is the artists path!
True philosophy cannot come from only half of a conjugate, but both:
<the Feminine Intelligence and the Masculine Intelligence>; the Inner of
things and the Outer of things, Linear-deduction and Orbital-empathy.

Those who need more evidence that the time is now, then look again at
the 9/11 deceptions and the weapon sales to oppressive regimes!
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If our beliefs and attitudes originate from the vested interests of others,
then there can be no accuracy in our quests for the truth. …But if "Truth"
itself is our goal, then again we can be fooled by finding partial truth and
assuming it to be the whole truth, which it is not. This has happened today
with alluring self-contained mathematical logic that is assumed to be the
pure essence of Logic, when in reality it is only one side of Logic's
conjugate-polarity… The orbital empathy effect cannot make sense in
mathematics, but it is very real, it is the other kind of intelligent Logic.
When the oppressor misuses their media power by calling the people they
oppress "terrorists", but in truth it is they who are the terrorists. This is
happening now. When the oppressor thinks they are so clever with their
arrogant deceptions, but in the long term it is only themselves that they
fool. Once credibility is lost, it is lost. However there is inertia, and
people are naturally sceptical of serious accusations against their own
institutions, we all like to believe our own beliefs. It often comes as a
sharp shock to realise that we have been deceived, but better the raw
truth rather than elegant lies!
These are all signs of a former power now past its apex, overripe.
Debt and media deceptions control democratic society. It only needs a
voting majority to pass legislation, which all too often is uninformed
consent. When people have debts; on their homes and their student
loans, they are trapped. But there are free-thinkers amongst the retired
generation who can work with free-thinkers of the student generation!
Each Professional knows their own subject best and can say how their
respective specialism fits within the 'Whole' – which is Beyond Physics,
Beyond Religion, Beyond Politics!
The Revolution/Evolution/Paradigm Shift is something humanity has to do
for itself; no-body and no Spirit can do it for us, though 'The Universe' is
certainly guiding us. Our heritage is both our starting point and the
substance that our "rudder" can press against to steer our chosen path.
We are more free than we realise, but everything we do or don't do,
without exception, has its consequences! This is our Revolution, whether
we are conscious of it or not!

Political revolutions are a mental change needing a location in Space;
Consciousness Shifts are a mental change beyond Space and Time.
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Conjugate-Polarities
If we simply react to an evil, then though this is a positive action initially,
it becomes negative as other imbalance-problems now manifest, like a
pendulum swinging to the opposite side. But seeking Balance in a
Conjugate-Polarity, same as in the New Physics, leads to higher wisdom.
That which is false, is false, and needs to be discarded, but that
which is valid though only part of the issue, hence unbalanced, needs its
Conjugate not its opposite!
Conjugates are in a manner of speaking; along an axis and around
an axis – any axes, rather than opposite ends of a linear spectrum. This
is the Design, both causal and manifestations. So by knowing the overall
schema, we can determine our own position in the mire! …By knowing
this, we can perceive what the conjugate may be for any situation!
It is the non-local properties of scalar thought-fields that connect
everything, the empathy effect, which is a feminine effect. But the
bringing out into a vector thought-field of deliberate action is the
masculine effect. One without the other generates nothing!
This revolution/evolution/paradigm-shift is a scalar-empathy
movement. The Leadership is NOT like a specific Vector Leader, NOT like
an administrator or council, a Leadership of a completely different kind –
Scalar non-local orbital empathy.
"We cannot define the General in terms of the Specific,"
"We cannot define the Scalar in terms of the Vector."
We may each receive different Insights, and work with different specific
aims in different groups and administrations, but all driven by the same
Scalar Movement. …Some may work on dealing with injustices, some on
exposing deceptions, some on healing wounds, some on new-science
research, some may work on building the new society or many other
needed works, but these are all specific vectors — but that does not
exclude them being driven by the same Scalar Movement! …So observe
beyond the specific aim, other people may actually be driven by the same
as yourself. We must not be blinkered as to who our revolutionary
colleagues are, though working on different issues!
En masse!

The Spiritualists talk with apparently "individual" Spirits, but this is a first
layer perception, at a deeper level there is only One Spirit, which has
individual facets! Yet to realise this, first we need to appreciate the
individual aspect of Spirit! …An analogy of individual facets of the
connected whole, is the multitude of individual computers all connected to
the same One Internet!
…Like so; we are all ONE cohort of humanity.
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When one person hurts, we all hurt

The greatest evil is always done in the name of something else!

Why Refugees?

Suffering is Not natural, it does not just happen, it is caused.

Conjugate-Polarities can be Negative!
Whenever suffering happens, now or with our ancestors, it is always
caused by the coming together of a Negative Conjugate-Polarity of factors!

…It is never caused by one factor alone!
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Accuracy is vital for the free-thinker!
The Universe is designed with expanding spirals of motion into Diversity
simultaneous with contracting spirals into Accuracy. But the full effects of
this expanding/contracting cannot be expressed individually by either
physical motion or by socio-psychological motion, as it is both together.
To be a "Free-Thinker" is the expanding spiral – but without its conjugate
contracting spiral there would be no coming together, hence freethinkers
without any Accuracy!
We spread out, to come back together!

It is a Thought based Universe of Divided Motion

They say the longest journey starts with a single step, I disagree!
…It starts with the thought to do so!

There is only one true Barrier in this Universe, but by understanding it we
can pass even that; this Barrier though prevents the ultimate mayhem, as
only those people who are ready can work on either side. That which is
false will eventually destroy itself, but that which is true will progress.

Only Life transcends the Light Barrier,
Only evolved Life can be aware of it!
Because all Life is collated in both: the Linear and the Orbital
We can do better for our Young than have the old establishment cling to
their vested interests and feed our students with principles and deceptions
that perpetuate conflict. Polarities in the world are getting wider until one
day the inevitable will happen, unless voices from the fringe speak up.

Re-Boot your Beliefs!!
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It is Not: Past or Present or Future – the Reality is all Simultaneous,
but presented to us subjectively in either of two conjugate ways!

The 'Beyond' could not have been found by one side of Gendered Logic
alone, it took both. …So respect the other gender in yourself!

The Yin of Men
The Yang of Men
The Yin of Women
The Yang of Women

Four Factors in two Pairs!
THE KERNEL

A Guided Discovery!

Whosoever checks these Principles against the empirical fundamentals of
their own discipline, will find no discrepancy. …All that is lost are those
beliefs that were illusion. This may be a shock, but there is no pain to it.
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it was a third country, Norway, that enabled deeper insight into the
philosophy of the Gender Key. It was a spiritual pull, not a sexual drive.
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the Navajo and Apache Nations provide the greatest resonance now!
The Author has been self-employed in design and development
engineering with: Solar Stirling Developments / Jameela Designs, and still
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This is a do-it-yourself Revolution
"no-body and no Spirit can do it for us"
…but the time is Ripe!

*

*

*

*

*

In our Thought based Universe
It will be an Orbital-Empathy Effect !

